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ABSTRACT

Quadratic optimization problems arise in various real world application domains including
engineering design, microeconomics, genetic algorithms, integrated circuit chip design, probabilistic
graphical models and computer vision. In particular, there are many problems in computer vision
that require binary quadratic optimization such as motion segmentation, correspondences, figureground segmentation, clustering, grouping, subgraph matching, and digital matting. The objective
of an optimization algorithm can be related to the state of a physical system, where the goal is
to bring the initial arbitrary state of the system to a state with minimum possible energy. By
recognizing that the Hamiltonian of nanomagnets can be expressed in a quadratic form, we exploit
the energy minimization aspect of these nanomagnets to solve the quadratic optimization problem
in a direct manner. Most hard problems especially in computer vision can be naturally cast as energy minimization problems and solving these using traditional techniques like simulated annealing,
graph cuts evidently associate with exorbitant computational efforts. In this dissertation, transcoding the conceptual crossover between the magnetic Hamiltonian and the optimization problem, we
envision a nanomagnetic coprocessor with a grid of nanomagnets embracing an optimization heuristic enabling to solve energy minimization in a single clock cycle. We will essentially be solving
an optimization problem with each input-and-readout cycle as compared to orders of magnitude
more clock cycles that would be needed in a Boolean logic circuit. The dissertation presents results
for quadratic minimization problem in the context of perceptual organization of edges in computer
vision and compare quality of results using traditional optimization methods and that expected

vi

from magnetic computing. The dissertation also presents image processing algorithms for analysis
of results produced by actual fabrication of the magnetic systems.
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation
A quadratic optimization problem consists of a quadratic objective function which in general

can be expressed as: min f (x) = 21 xT Dx+xT c, where D is NxN symmetric matrix. These functions
may be a convex, in which the local optimum is the global optimum (where matrix D is positive) or
non-convex, in which the local optimum is not always the global optimum (where matrix D is not
positive). Optimizing a non-convex quadratic objective function is a difficult global optimization
problem for most conventional quadratic solvers such as simulated annealing, graph-cuts, maxflow algorithms. In addition, the performance of all existing conventional optimization algorithms
implemented in classical computers depends on number of iterations, cost per iteration, memory
footprint and the region of convergence. Our envisioned magnetic co-processor is (i) capable to solve
optimization problems in a direct manner regardless of the problem size, unlike as in an Boolean
logic-based computation where the number of iterations increases with the problem size; (ii) can lend
to convenient magnetic state mapping to solve other class of problems (Boolean and non-Boolean)
and (iii) and is inherently ultra low power.
Most hard problems especially in computer vision can be naturally cast as energy minimization problems and solving these using traditional techniques like simulated annealing in CMOS
evidently associate with exorbitant computational efforts [1, 2]. In this dissertation, transcoding
the conceptual crossover between the magnetic Hamiltonian and the optimization problem, we en-

1

vision a nanomagnetic coprocessor with a grid of nanomagnets embracing an optimization heuristic
enabling to solve energy minimization in a single clock cycle.
One nice aspect of vision problems we will consider is that the cost of failure to find the
optimal solution is not high; even solutions that are close to optimal can suffice. This is particularly
attractive since nanocomputing devices are expected to exhibit high degree of faults and errors, even
during operations. In the long term, these vision computing circuits can be integrated with camera
circuitry to design cognitive cameras, capable of higher level reasoning. An experimental demonstration with five nano-magnets using the phenomena of single domain nano-magnetic coupling for
function minimization computing was shown in [3].
Ongoing scientific aspirations to refine and miniaturize the classical CMOS to advance technologically and economically are facing formidable challenges due to fundamental physical limits.
This struck the need for design and discovery of alternative computing strategies which address
issues with scalability, power efficiency and speed with contrast to traditional charge-based devices.
As a result, many alternative computing strategies emerged based on nature-inspired computing.
Nature already solved complex computational problems efficiently and effectively. Instead of creating new techniques by modifying the fundamental nature of matter which require huge energy,
solving problems by harnessing the inherent ingrained principles in nature could potentially take a
leap forward in power efficiency and time complexity which otherwise is impossible by traditional
computing. Few of the strategies include quantum computing, molecular computing, neuromorphic
computing, cellular automata and nanomagnetic computing.
Nanomagnetic computing showed continuous growth in research resulting in significant
breakthroughs at different architectural building blocks. Moving forward, a shift in the computing

2

paradigm to use nanomagnets can be forecasted with considerable amount of dexterity in unifying
these building blocks to create a scalable and adaptable technology-platform. Magnetic properties
arise from underlying atomic spins. Typically, any magnet is broken up into magnetic domains,
where within each domain the magnetic moments of the atoms are aligned. Neighboring domains
might not have aligned spins, thus lowering the overall magnetic properties. One very interesting
property is that as we drive down the size of a magnet, typically below the 100 nanometer (nm) dimensions, magnets made out of certain materials tend to have only one domain, with magnetic spins
aligned along one direction [4]. In recent times, with the advancement of fabrication techniques and
the compelling need for very dense storage—hard disk drives (HDD) and magnetic random access
memory (MRAM) devices [5], led to achieve regularly patterned fabrication of nanomagnets at such
small dimensions [6]. In such patterned magnetic media, the storage capacity is usually limited
by the read–write technique and by the need to isolate the nanomagnets from each other, but not
by the size of the nanomagnet. Although in storage devices the isolation of nanomagnets from
each other is important, the dipolar interaction between neighboring magnets can be exploited for
computing.
A system of nanomagnets when arranged appropriately, their ground states governed by
dipolar coupling can indicate optimization solution of an energy function. The form of this energy
function is quadratic and is determined by the spatial configuration of the magnets. By regulating
the spatial configuration of the magnets, we can change the energy function being minimized. This
undiscerning and inconceivable, yet intriguing aspects of dipolar coupling between nanomagnets
can be exploited to solve energy minimization problems occurring in several application domains.
A similar paradigm can be seen in analog computing solving differential equations [7]. Till date,

3

quadratic optimization can be viewed as one of the hardest class of problems to solve. Such problems arises in various real world application domains including engineering design, microeconomics,
genetic algorithms, VLSI chip design, probabilistic graphical models and digital image processing.
The objective of an optimization algorithm can be related to the state of a physical system, where
the goal is to bring the initial arbitrary state of the system to a state with minimum possible energy.
We imagine the co-processor to be regular grid of disk shaped nano-magnets coupled with
I/O and control using CMOS circuit (see Figure 1.1). The “compiler" for this form of computing
would transform a given energy minimization problem into a set of equivalent coordinates for a
magnet collection. These magnets would be “selected" from a regular grid of nanomagnets by
driving the non-computing magnets into non-interacting vortex states. Magnetostatic interaction
between vortices dissipates fast spatially; the time-averaged interaction varies inversely to the sixth
power of the distance between the vortices [8]. Computing with this selected grid will involve reading
out the states of all the other magnets. States of some of magnet can be set to specific states for
constrained minimization. The array would then be allowed to settle to its ground state. The final
states would be read off as the solution to the problem. The selection, settling to the minimization
state, and the read and write can be achieved using spin-based switching of magnetic states. The
vision problem would then use these magnetic measurements as the solution. We will essentially
be solving an optimization problem with each input-and-readout cycle as compared to orders of
magnitude more clock cycles that would be needed in a Boolean logic circuit.
Nano-magnets, below 100nm, behave as single domain entities and can be used to represent
states of computing logic such as in Boolean logic or an energy minimizing coprocessor. The couplings among the nano-magnets are exploited to transmit information from input to the output. The
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(a)

Free Layer

Free Layer

Reference Layer
Reference Layer

(b)

Figure 1.1: (a) Schematic of the future energy minimization hardware. An uniform 2D array of
nano-magnets is sandwiched between two layers. One layer contains elements to select and provide
input to each magnet and the other layer contains circuitry to read the magnetization of each cell.
The activated or selected magnets participate in the computation. (b) (Left) Cell design: nano disc
with circular in-plane free layer (magnetization angle as state variable) and tilted reference layer,
and (Right) nano pillars with vertical anisotropy free layer (two possible states) and tilted in-plane
reference layer.
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nature of the interactions is controlled by the geometry of the placement of the magnets to achieve
different types of logic gates or minimization forms [9, 10, 11]. Advance fabrication and characterization methods [12, 13] have created opportunities for researches to investigate and understand
the phenomena of magnetization in patterned magnetic nanostructures to use them as: magnetic
recording media for digital storage [14, 15, 16]; magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM)
and spintronics for memory technologies[17]; nano-magnetic logic, nano-magnetic processors and
next generation computing elements [18, 19, 17, 20, 21]; and also in biosciences [11].
These form of computing is dependent on the geometric placement of nano-magnets in
the sample. The layout is an important factor for computation. Any irregularities present in
the placement of the nano-magnets with respect to the desired layout would cause computation
errors. Hence, inspection of the fabricated sample for geometric irregularities is vital. Usually, a
person, assisted by an image-viewer, analyzes the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) and Magnetic
Force Microscope (MFM) images. AFM and MFM images typically capture images at depths of
nano meters. Analysis of these images to identify fabrication errors and magnetization manually, is
tedious and error prone. There are software tools like Image SXM [22] and Callisto [23] for analyzing
AFM images, but do not provide feedback on how well the layout is fabricated per magnet with
respect to the desired layout. Various image-processing techniques that can be applied to AFM
images are reviewed in the [24]. They help to enhance the visualization of the nanostructures, but
none of them automatically quantify the errors.
Magnetic Force Microscope (MFM) [25] has made it possible for researchers to visually
examine the magnetization states of single domain nano-magnets (Single domain magnet: where
the dimensions of a magnetic nanostructure is less than the domain wall length). However, MFM
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images have low signal to noise ratio (SNR), which makes it difficult to characterize and collect
qualitative results of their magnetization states. The current practice is to visually infer the state
of magnetic nanostructures from a MFM image, which can be a tedious process, prone to variability
from user to user, especially as the dimensions of the magnetic nanostructures are reduced. In
this dissertation, we also present Magnetic State Estimator (MSE), an image processing system
that estimates the magnetization states of patterned magnetic nanostructures based on their MFM
images. In the last 2 years there were about 160 articles published in top journals in IEEE XPlore
related to bit patterned media. We believe that the researchers who contributed to these articles
would benefit from MSE for characterization of the magnetic state of their patterned nanostructures.
MSE estimates the magnetization state along with a confidence value of its judgment. MSE took
approximately 4 minutes to estimate the magnetization state of 796 nano-magnetic disks whereas it
took our local MFM expert more than a day to do the same. In this dissertation, we also present an
image processing toolbox that can be used to automatically quantify fabrication errors from AFM
and MFM images of nano-magnet layouts for computing applications. It can annotate the states of
each magnet and reduce the tedium of manual analysis. Any researcher involved in fabrication of
large layouts of nano-magnets can use this tool.

1.2

Contributions
My contributions in this dissertation are described below.

1. Analytical models for nanomagnetic computing to solve quadratic optimization problems.

• Based on perturbation of magnetization angle: We established a correspondence between
the computer vision problem and the magnetic Hamiltonian to solve the quadratic opti-
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mization problem in a direct manner. In particular, we relate the perturbation in disk’s
magnetization vector to the saliency of image feature (edge segment). We introduce
foundations in magnetic field based computing backed up by physics based simulation,
to select nanomagnets from a regular array to participate in computation. We demonstrated this computation by running magnetic based simulation experiments compared
with the traditional computing on a dataset of 100 images.
• Based on magnetization states (single domain/vortex): We developed the magnetic
Hamiltonian which can represent two unique magnetization states - single domain and
vortex. Using this magnetic Hamiltonian, we draw correspondence to the computer vision problem to solve quadratic optimization. In particular, we relate the single domain
state to the saliency of image feature (edge segment).

2. Layout synthesis for nanomagnetic computing: We present an algorithm to efficiently transcode
the optimization problem into a set of 2D coordinates of nanomagnets, such that the interaction between two magnets is proportional to the affinity between the two features of the
problem.
3. Algorithms for automated analysis of patterned nanostructures:
• Magnetization domain classification: We present an image processing system – Magnetic
State Estimator (MSE) to estimate the magnetization states of lithographically patterned single domain nano-magnets. MSE is a fusion of image processing techniques and
a machine learning techniques. The tool requires digital images of a magnetic force micrograph, an atomic force micrograph and a computer-aided design layout of the magnetic
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nanostructures to estimate their magnetization states. The tool also yields a confidence
value of the estimated magnetization state.
• Defect analysis of fabricated layouts: Designed and developed an image-processing tool
that will help one to automatically analyze and characterize Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images, Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) and Magnetic Force Microscope (MFM) images of fabrication attempts to identify errors and magnetization. This
is currently a highly manual and tedious process. We quantify fabrication errors and generate an enhanced MFM image. The fabrication errors are quantified into 3 categories:
missed, extra and merged. The enhanced MFM image shows only magnetization of the
sample without any surface characteristics.

1.3

Dissertation Overview
Chapter 2 provides prior work done in the context of software solutions and hardware so-

lutions to solve optimization problems. Chapter 3 describes the perceptual organization problem
in computer vision and how it cast as an quadratic optimization problem. Chapter 4 describes the
two magnetic field based computing models. First one is based on perturbation of magnetization
angle. The second is based on magnetization states (single domain/vortex). This chapter derives
the relation between the quadratic nature of the magnetic Hamiltonian and the quadratic nature of
the optimization problem. Chapter 5 presents the algorithm for layout synthesis for nanomagnetic
computing. Chapter 6 presents algorithms for automated analysis of patterned nanostructures.
Chapter 7 presents the results. Chapter 8 concludes this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2 : PRIOR WORK

Solutions to optimization problems can be obtained either through software solvers or hardware solvers. Software solvers are algorithms which run on traditional processors to find the global
optimum. There are commercially available software solvers to solve optimization problems and
freely available software as well. Hardware solvers are special purpose hardware designed specifically to solve optimization problems.

2.1

Software Solutions to Optimization Problems
Optimizing an energy function provides solutions to problems in many domains. Espe-

cially in computer vision, many problems can be naturally cast as energy minimization problems
including image segmentation, image restoration, pixel labeling, stereo matching, texture modeling,
medical imaging and image synthesis. Long-established classical software methods used to solve
optimization problems are simulated annealing and iterated conditional modes. As these methods
are computationally expensive, new algorithms evolved such as graph cuts [26], grab-cut [27], graph
matching [28], loopy belief propagation (LBP) [29] and tree-reweighted message passing (TRW) [30].
There are also commercially available software packages such as IBM ILOG CPLEX to solve optimization problems.
Iterated conditional modes applies a greedy approach to minimize the energy function and
obtain a local minimum. The algorithm is initialized with an estimate and iteratively tries to find a
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new estimate which gives the largest value drop in the energy function. The algorithm terminates
when it cannot find a new estimate with a lower energy value. This technique suffers when the
energy function is non-convex and gets stuck in an local minima if the initialization is poor.
Graph-cuts algorithms are based on max-flow algorithms or swap move algorithm or expansion move algorithms. To solve the optimization problem using graph-cuts using max-flow
algorithm, a graph is constructed using the pairwise relations of the data such that the min-cut on
the graph provides the solution to the optimization problems. The expansion move algorithm or
swap-move algorithm computes the global optimum of the optimization problem iteratively in their
inner loops. The solution is a strong local minimum which means there exists no other solution with
lesser energy value. The expansion-move algorithms or the swap-move algorithm cycles through all
the labels to find the minimum energy such that no other labeling will provide lesser energy. The
solutions using these algorithms tend to provide global minimum as the search space for solution is
large. Grab-cut is another approach similar to graph-cuts which provides better iterative approach
to arrive at the solution.
Loopy belief propagation (LBP) and tree-reweighted message passing (TRW) are messagepassing algorithms which maximize the lower bound of the energy. A graph is constructed based on
the pairwise relations of the data and the there exists exact energy minimum if the graph is a tree.
The algorithm involves passing messages between two nodes if there is a directed edge between them
and involves an update function. The stopping criteria for these algorithm is when the acceptable
lower bound of the energy is reached.
CPLEX Optimizer [31, 32] can solve large sparse matrices with non-convex quadratic objective function and with constraints on all variables being binary 0-1. CPLEX search algorithm
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exploits parallelism in solving nodes of the branch-and-cut tree, but produces a repeatable, invariant solution paths. By default, CPLEX applies as much parallelism as possible while still achieving
deterministic results.

2.2

Hardware Solutions to Optimization Problems
There has been significant growth in interest in designing field coupled computing as a

radically different computing paradigm. One architecture that has been proposed is the Cellular
Automata architecture [33, 34]. Cellular automata architectures based on Coulombic interactions
of electrons (Quantum-dot cellular automata, QCA) have been proposed and significant amount of
exploration of computing architectures with such devices have been done [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41,
42, 43, 44]. One particularly attractive aspect of computing with magnetic logic is that it can done
at room temperature [45], unlike field coupled computing based on electronic charge interactions.
However, the energy minimization aspects of CAs have not been harnessed [46].
An alternative architecture, using magnetic logic, was proposed and experimentally demonstrated by Cowburn et al. [45, 47]. Magnetic solitons, i.e. moving single domains, carry information
through connected magnetic pathways, aided by oscillating magnetic fields. Computing logic is
accomplished by appropriately structuring the junctions of these pathways.
The traditional computing model that is most similar to magnetic field coupled computing
(MFC) is the cellular neural network (CNN) computing model [48]. There has been lot of work on
using cellular neural networks (CNNs) for image processing and low-level computer vision applications [49, 50, 51]. Although, MFCs have not been used for image processing, arrays of quantum-dot
(QD) arrays have been explored [52, 53, 54]. Recently, Memristor-Based Neural Logic Blocks (NLBs)
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have been proposed to solve complex problems in computer vision, but the core architecture at the
fundamental level is based on Boolean logic gates [55]. However, more computationally complex
vision tasks, which are very different in nature from image-level processing, have not been looked
at, even with CNNs or NLBs. More complex vision algorithms deal with symbolic representations
extracted from images, such as straight line segments, for which there is no natural mapping to a
regular grid of CNN or NLB units. These algorithms are inherently computationally complex. To
solve the vision problems that we will target, VLSI implementation using traditional logic would
require complex MIMD architectures as opposed to just SIMD architectures, which are prevalent in
the design of vision chips [56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. For instance, a recent proposal for object recognition
chip uses both SIMD and MIMD components [61] and parallel hardware architecture for real-time
object detection with Support Vector Machines is proposed [62].
In [63] we had shown how coupling of electrostatic fields among quantum-dot cellular automata can be used for solving perceptual organization problems in vision. This idea was extended
to magnetic coupling in [64]. In [3] we fabricated a layout with 5 nano-magnets and demonstrated
the viability of using single domain nano-magnetic coupling for function minimizing computation.
However, in the previous works, there is no deep theoretical analysis presented and the experimentation was limited only to a single image. In this article, we present an extensive experimentation
on 100 images and a more thorough theoretical analysis of the connection between the magnetic
Hamiltonian and the vision energy problem.
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CHAPTER 3 : THE PERCEPTUAL ORGANIZATION PROBLEM

There are many problems in computer vision that require binary quadratic optimization [65]
such as motion segmentation, correspondences, figure-ground segmentation, clustering, grouping,
subgraph matching, and digital matting. For demonstration purposes, we focus on one such vision
problem, namely that of feature grouping for object recognition [66].
The first stage of processing involves the detection of features in the images, such as edges or
boundaries or corners in the image. There are many efficient SIMD solutions based on CMOS VLSI
to detect these low-level features. An example of low-level edge features are shown in Figure 3.1(b),
each edge point representing the boundary between light and dark. From this edge point collection,
there are algorithms that find mostly “straight" or mostly “circular" segments by the breaking the
chains of edge points into pieces. These breakpoints are marked in red in Figure 3.1(c). As we can
see there are many of these segments; some of these segments belong to objects in the scene and
some of them are from the background. The next stage of processing involves finding the visually
important or salient subset of the edge segments. This is feature grouping.

3.1

Theory of Grouping as Optimization
Given a set of n edge segments, the task is to find the subset of segments that could possibly

come from the same object. We exploit the fact that there is structure and organization in the
world. Objects in our world tend to exhibit high level of symmetry, parallelism, convexity, and
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.1: Transformation of an image through various stages of vision processing. (a) Input image.
(b) Edge segments detected in the image. Many hardware solutions exist for this stage. Chains of
edges broken into straight segments. This is accomplished in software. Pipelined solutions can be
designed using current technology. (c) Picking out the important edge segments that most likely
belong to objects of interest in the scene. This stage involves solving a minimization problem and is
computationally expensive. (d) Objects identified through higher level machine learning techniques
for object matching.
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coherence. These properties were known to be important in human perception known as Gestalt
psychologists since the 1920’s. Conversely, if we can find structure and organization in the image,
it suggests that they belong to a common cause, an object, to a high degree of probability.
We represent the visual saliency of an edge segment with binary valued saliency number
xi ∈ {0, 1}; 0 denotes the segments is saliency and 1 denotes it is not salient. We have to find these
values such that it optimizes a global optimization criterion, which is built based on organization
found among small number of edge segments. Between every pair of edge segment, we associate
affinity energies, aij to capture the perceptual saliency of their relationship. For example, if two
straight edge segments are parallel to each other then they are likely to belong to one object and
hence the affinity should be high. Similarly, segments that are close together are more likely to
be associated together, i.e. the proximity principle. Segments that form one straight arrangement
are also likely to be grouped, i.e. the continuity principle. The quantitative forms of the affinity
function vary in different implementation, but qualitatively they capture similar aspects. There are
various ways for capturing these affinities. We use the one defined in [66].
The goal is to find a vector of saliency value assignments to the edge segments such that we
minimize the affinity between the non-salient edge and salient edge segments, minimize number of
non-salient edges, and maximize the number of salient edges. This can be mathematically expressed
as:
XX

aij xi xj + (k −

i=1 j6=i

X

xi )

(3.1)

i

This is a quadratic optimization problem. The first term is the total of the pairwise affinities among
the segments with xi = 1 and the second term tries to enforce that we have k segments with xi
= 1. Edge segments with the same value for xi will denote that they belong to the same group.
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The size of this problem is proportional to the number of lines detected in an image, which can be
very large. This is an unconstrained optimization problem with a non-convex objective function,
which is currently solved using well known methods of gradient descent or stochastic search, etc.
Typically, this involves multiple iterations starting from an initial estimate of the solution. Each
iterations involves many arithmetic operations and even computing the inverse of matrices, all of
them computationally intensive operations on a traditional logic platform. We propose to do this
in one shot using nano-magnets. The θi ’s in the relaxed version of the problem will be represented
by the angles of the magnetic vectors.

3.2

Perceptual Organization in Vision
For demonstration purposes, we focus on one such vision problem, namely that of perceptual

organization for object recognition [66].
As shown in Figure 3.2, the input consists of images, which are arrays of numbers quantifying
the intensity at each point in the image, and the output consists of identity of the object(s) in the
image. The complete recognition process can be usually divided into three types of processes: lowlevel, mid-level, and high-level. At high-level, we have object models in terms of edges, corners,
and surfaces. For recognition, we have to match models like this to the given image by considering
various viewpoints (pose) and finding evidence in the image for each model corner, edge, or surface.
This process usually involves some form of graph matching or constrained search or parameter
optimization.
Low-level vision processes find potential candidates for edges, corners, or surfaces by filtering
operations on the image array using predetermined masks. There are many efficient SIMD solutions
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Identity of Objects
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Model Matching:
Restrict matching to
salient edges

Model base: Collection
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Find edges that are
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Edges (possible
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Figure 3.2: Object recognition in computer vision. Levels of processing involved in a solution to the
problem of object recognition in computer vision. The goal in this example is to recognize buildings
in the images.
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based on CMOS VLSI to detect these low-level features. The presence of clutter is the reason behind
the complexity of recognition. If there is a process to pre-select and prune the detected straight
lines then the recognition complexity can be brought down from exponential to polynomial [67].
Such a process is referred to as grouping. This is a mid-level process.
Given a set of n features such as straight lines, a type of low-level feature, the task is
to find the subject of feature that could possibly come from the same object. Let xi denote the
importance or saliency of the i-th line; larger values denotes importance. Between every pair of
edge line we associate affinity energies, aij to capture the perceptual saliency of the relationship
between them [66]. For example, if two straight lines are parallel to each other then they are likely
to belong to one object and hence the affinity should be high. Similarly, lines that are close together
are more likely to be associated together, i.e. the proximity principle. Lines that form one straight
arrangement are also likely to be grouped, i.e. the continuity principle. The quantitative forms of
the affinity function vary in different implementation, but qualitatively they capture similar aspects.
The goal is to find a group, x, such that total affinity energy

P P
i

j6=i aij xi xj

is maximized. This is

a quadratic optimization problem. The size of this problem is proportional to the number of lines
detected in an image, which can be very large. Also, during recognition one might need to solve this
problem multiple times, with different affinities, to generate multiple possible groups of features.
The overall algorithm for vision computing using the Magnetic Energy Minimizing CoProcessor (MEMCOP) can be summarized as follows. On conventional computing platform: (i)
Given an image, compute edges, possibly using specialized chips, and extract straight line segments,
(ii) Compute grouping affinities, and (iii) Infer configuration of cell locations required for computing.
Hand off the problem to MEMCOP that will (i) Select cells at locations from an uniform grid, (ii)
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Drive array to low-energy states, and (iii) Read off the magnetic states and return them to main
processor. At completion, on conventional computing platform, set the saliences of the straight lines
based on read off magnetic states.
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CHAPTER 4 : MAGNETIC FIELD BASED COMPUTING MODELS1

This chapter introduces two analytical models for magnetic field based computing. The
first model is based on the perturbation of magnetization angle and the second model is based on
the magnetization states at energy minimum (single domain state and vortex state). These models
capture the quadratic nature of relaxation in the system of nanomagnets and relate to the quadratic
optimization in the perceptual organization problem in computer vision domain.

4.1

Model Based on Perturbation of Magnetization Angle
The basic unit of computation is a nanomagnet with dimensions and materials such it

exhibits single domain behavior, i.e. it can be modeled as one overall magnetic state. The material
composition and the geometry (shape and size) of the nanomagnet determines the overall magnetic
behavior [68]. For instance, as depicted in Figure 1.1 (a), for disk-shaped magnets that are thin
(say 20 nm) and with diameter of 100 nm, all the magnetic vectors are aligned perpendicular to
the z-direction, in the xy plane (single domain). The vectors are either all aligned one direction,
resulting in one overall effective magnetic vector direction, or aligned in a circular fashion, resulting
in a vortex state. For a vortex state, there is only a small effective magnetic vector in the z-direction
at the center of the magnet, but the overall magnetic effect in the xy-direction is zero. Figure 1.1
(b) shows the magnetic field in the xy-direction for single domain and vortex states.
1

Portions of this chapter were previously published in Bhanja, S., Karunaratne, D. K., Panchumarthy, R.,
Rajaram, S., Sarkar, S. (2015). Non-Boolean computing with nanomagnets for computer vision applications.
doi:10.1038/nnano.2015.245. Nature Nanotechnology (2015).
Permission is included in Appendix A.
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Let the flat nanoscale disks be of height h, radius r, and magnetization M0 ordered in an
array in the xy-plane. Bennett and Xu [69] showed that a disk of uniform magnetization can be
approximated well by a point dipole with moment πr2 hM0 that is oriented in the plane forming an
angle φ with the x-axis and with m(z) = 0. The magnetization vector of the i-th magnet can be

T
represented by 2D vector mi = cos(φi ) sin(φi ) .

4.1.1

The Hamiltonian
The total Hamiltonian of an arrangement of magnets is given by

H=

n
X

T

mi Di mi + µ0

i=1

n
X

T

mi hext +

i=1

n X
X

mi T Cij mj ,

(4.1)

i=1 j6=i

where the three terms correspond to the demagnetization energy, Zeeman potential energy due to
the external field, and the interaction energy, respectively. The demagnetization tensor Di for a
thin disk can be approximated by a diagonal matrix with value of 1/2 along the diagonal, resulting
in constant demagnetization energy, i.e.

P

i mi

TD

i mi

= D0 .


T
Let the external magnetic field be specified by hext = h cos(ψ) sin(ψ) . Then the
P
P
Zeeman energy term is given by µ0 i mi T hext = µ0 h i cos(ψ − φi ).
The interaction matrix, Cij , in the third term of Eq. 4.1 using the dipole to dipole interaction
approximation is given by
Cij =


µ0 |M |
3eij eij T − I
3
4πdij

(4.2)

where eij is the unit vector line joining the centers of the two dipoles, dij is the distance between the
centers, and I is the identity matrix [70]. Note that the interaction term is inversely proportional to
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the distance between the magnets. The term |M | is the product of the magnetic moment magnitudes
of the two magnets and is constant for our magnets. The interaction term between i-th and j-th
magnet will be dependent on the relative placement of the magnets. Let the unit displacement
vector between the two magnets be [cos(θij ) sin(θij )]T in polar notation, where θij is the angle
the line joining the centers of the magnets makes with the x-axis. The |M | term in the coupling
expression for disk magnets in Eq. 4.2 is given by (πr2 hM0 )2 . Let C0 = µ0 |M |/(4π), the coupling
constant. Using these, the interaction energy can be expressed in terms of the relative orientations
of the disk magnetizations and the relative placements as shown in Eq. 4.3.

XX
i

mi T Cij mj

j6=i


=

2
 3 cos (θij ) − 1 3 sin(θij ) cos(θij )

 cos(φj )sin(φj )
[cos(φi ) sin(φi )] 

d3ij
sin(θij ) cos(θij ) 3 cos2 (θij ) − 1

X X C0
i

=



j6=i

X X C0
i

j6=i

d3ij

(2 cos(θij − φi ) cos(θij − φj ) − sin(θij − φi ) sin(θij − φj ))

(4.3)

The constant demagnetization term for each magnet can be expressed as an “interaction”
1

3
C0
. So, if we include this demagnetization
term with itself with θii = ψi , and distance dii = 2D
0
term along with the pairwise coupling Hamiltonian we arrive at the expression in Eq. 4.4.
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H = µ0 h

X

cos(ψ − φi ) +

i

= µ0 h

X

n X
n
X

mi T Cij mj

i=1 j=1

cos(ψ − φi ) +

i

X X C0
i

j6=i

d3ij









 cos(θ ) sin(θ )
0  cos(θij ) sin(θij ) 

ij
ij  2


 cos(φj )sin(φj )
cos(φi ) sin(φi ) 




sin(θij ) − cos(θij ) 0 −1
sin(θij ) − cos(θij )



= µ0 h

X

cos(ψ − φi ) +

X X C0
i

i

j6=i

d3ij



 2 0


 cos(θij − φj )sin(θij − φj )
cos(θij − φi ) sin(θij − φi ) 


0 −1



= µ0 h

X
i

cos(ψ − φi ) +

X X C0
i

j6=i

d3ij

(2 cos(θij − φi ) cos(θij − φj ) − sin(θij − φi ) sin(θij − φj ))
(4.4)

4.1.2

Quadratic Nature of the Perturbation of the Magnetic States
How does a perturbation of the external field effect the magnetic states of each disk? It

is important to understand this as it will be used to generate the output of our magnetic solver.
Without any external field, h = 0, the Zeeman energy term is zero and the states of disks will reach
an equilibrium state, Φ∗ = [φ∗1 , · · · , φ∗n ]T . Let the Hamiltonian for that state be H(0, Φ∗ ). What
happens when a small external field of strength ∆h units is applied? The states of each of the
disks will change, however, the extent of change will not be the same for all the disks. How are the
perturbation in the magnetic states, ∆φi , related to each other? Using Taylor series expansion, the
Hamiltonian upon the application of a perturbing external field, H(δh), can be approximated as:
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 0
H(∆h, Φ∗ + ∆Φ) ≈ H(0, Φ∗ ) + ∆h ∆ΦT 
 2




∂ H
∂Φ∂h








 ∆h 




∆Φ

∂2H
∂h∂Φ 
∂2H
∂Φ2

0,Φ∗


(4.5)

The minimization of H(∆h, Φ∗ + ∆Φ) is equivalent to minimizing the second Hessian term,
which is shown in Eq. 4.6.

min

X

∆Φ

sin(ψ − φ∗i )∆h∆φi +

i

= min

X

∆Φ

X ∂2H
∂φ2i
i

∆φ2i +
0,Φ∗

X X ∂2H
∂φi ∂φj
i

j6=i


∆φi ∆φj

(4.6)

0,Φ∗

sin(ψ − φ∗i )∆h∆φi

i

XX

C0
3 (−2 cos(θij − φi ) cos(θij − φj ) + sin(θij − φi ) sin(θij − φj ))
d
i
j6=i ij

+ hµ0 (− cos(ψ − φi )) ∆φ2i

+

+

X X  C0
i



(− cos(θij − φi ) cos(θij − φj ) + 2 sin(θij − φi ) sin(θij − φj )) ∆φi ∆φj

(4.7)

+
Let Cij
=

C0
(−2 cos(θij − φi ) cos(θij − φj ) + sin(θij − φi ) sin(θij − φj ))
d3ij

(4.8)

Let Cij =

C0
(− cos(θij − φi ) cos(θij − φj ) + 2 sin(θij − φi ) sin(θij − φj ))
d3ij

(4.9)

j6=i

d3ij

+
⇒ Cij − Cij
=

C0
cos(φi − φj )
d3ij

(4.10)

+
⇒ Cij
= Cij −

C0
cos(φi − φj )
d3ij

(4.11)
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Then we can write Eq. 4.6 as

XX
C0
⇒ min
Cij − 3 cos(φi − φj ) ∆φ2i
∆Φ
dij
i j6=i

X
XX 
sin(ψ − φ∗i )∆h∆φi
Cij ∆φi ∆φj +
+
i

i

j6=i


⇒ min
∆Φ

(4.12)

∆φi


X
Cij


j6
=
i



  C21

· · · ∆φn 

 .
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C12
X
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j6=i

..
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···
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 . 
  .. 




.
..
.


.
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 ∆φn

X
···
Cnj 
j6=i





+ ∆φi · · · ∆φn

X C0
− 3 cos(φ1 − φj )

dij

 j6=i

X C0


0
− 3

dij

j6=i


..

.




0


0

···

0





 ∆φ
i



cos(φ2 − φj ) · · ·
0
 . 
  .. 




..
..
..



.
.
.

 ∆φn

X C0
0
···
− 3 cos(φn − φj )
dij
j6=i



 ∆φi 


 . 

.
+ sin(ψ − φ∗ )∆h sin(ψ − φ∗ )∆h · · · sin(ψ − φ∗n )∆h 
 . 
1
2




∆φn


T
T
T
⇒ min ∆φ C∆φ + ∆φ D∆φ + e ∆φ


∆Φ



T
T
⇒ min ∆φ (C + D)∆φ + e ∆φ

(4.13)

(4.14)
(4.15)

∆Φ
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Table 4.1: Correspondence table. Correspondence between the physics of interaction of a system
of nanomagnets (MFC) and vision problem formulation as quadratic optimization and mapping of
the entities involved.
Magnetic Field Coupled Computing

Traditional Computing

Magnetic Hamiltonian: Quadratic Form

Vision problem objective function: Quadratic
Form

∆φT (C + D)∆φ + eT ∆φ

XX

aij xi xj + (k −

i=1 j6=i

X

xi )

i

Perturbation in disk’s magnetization vector:
∆φ

Saliency of image feature (edge segment): x

Nano-magnetic disk

Image feature (edge segment)

Dipole-dipole interaction: Cij

Pairwise grouping affinities: aij

Distance between nano- magnetic disks : dij

Pairwise affinities: aij ∝

1
d3ij

The suggestion of using magnetic logic for solving the quadratic minimization problem lies
in the correspondences that we can observe among the variables in Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 4.6. Both are
quadratic problems. The saliences of the edge segments can be related to the perturbations of the
disks vectors. The affinities in the vision problems can be related to the inter-magnet coupling
energy values.
The correspondence between the physics of nanomagnet collection and vision quadratic
optimization is shown in Table 4.1. The magnetic cells correspond to the variables of the optimization, i.e. the features found in the image. The state of each cell can map the importance of the
corresponding image feature, 0 for not-important and 1 for important.
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4.2

Model Based on Magnetization States (Single Domain and Vortex)
In this dissertation, we analyse and experiment with nanomagnets that exhibit multiple

magnetization states depending on its internal magnetic energy [71, 72]. The internal magnetic
energy is influenced by the material, dimensions and the external magnetic field [73, 74, 75, 76, 77].
Cowburn et al. have fabricated nanomagnetic disks of diameters ranging from 55 nm to 500 nm
and thickness ranging from 6 nm to 15 nm, where they identified a phase diagram between single
domain state and vortex state for isolated nanomagnetic disks [77]. Bennett et al. [69] and Kumari et
al. [78] have reported on the phase boundaries between single domain states and vortex states for
coupled nanomagnetic disks. Rajaram et al. [79] have conducted experiments with nanomagnetic
disks that have dimensions towards the close vicinity of the phase boundary in the vortex region
reported in [69, 78] and observed multiple magnetization states that exist based on the influence
of a magnetic stray field of a secondary nanomagnetic disk. We have simulated and fabricated
nanomagnetic disks with thicknesses between 8 nm and 20 nm and diameters between 80 nm and
140 nm. From our experiments we observed that “The strongly coupled nanomagnetic disks tend
to have single domain state and the weakly coupled nanomagnetic disks tend to have vortex state”.
When the magnets are closer to each other the coupling energy between the nanomagnetic disks
would keep the nanomagnetic disks in single domain state and if they are separated far apart, the
exchange energy, anisotropy energy and demagnetization energy is dominant and the nanomagnetic
disk will go to its vortex state. This mechanism allowed us to obtain a qualitative value for the
magnetic coupling strengths among nanomagnetic disks. We have exploited this phenomenon to
identify strongly coupled nanomagnetic disks, which relate to salient edge segments. We observed
that, when the center-to-center distance was small the magnetization states of nanomagnetic disks
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of magnetization state abstraction model. (a) LLG magnetization spin
configuration representation on the virtual vortex model. The virtual vortex core lies at the center
of this plane. (b) The first level of abstraction: The Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) simulations
of the multiple magnetization states of a nanomagnetic disk. (c) The second level of abstraction:
A virtual vortex model, where the magnetization is represented with a vector D from the virtual
vortex core to the disk center. We have developed a function that is dependent on the vector D
to represent the magnetic spins in the first level of abstraction. (d) The third level of abstraction:
A magnetization state model, where the magnetization state is represented with a variable S. A
vortex state is represented with a 0 and a single domain state is represented with a unit vector
whose direction captures the direction of the single domain arrangement.

were in single domain state. As the center-to-center distance increases the magnetic coupling energy
falls and beyond 250 nm, where the magnetic coupling energy is close to zero the nanomagnetic disk
settles to a vortex state. Analyzing this data we can conclude that when both the nanomagnetic disks
are in single domain state the coupling energy has a high value and when both the nanomagnetic
disks are in vortex state the coupling energy has minimal value. We also found that for a coupled
nanomagnetic system, the magnetic coupling energy falls as an inverse cube of the center-to-center
distance. We have used this relationship and the magnetization state vectors extracted from the
nanomagnetic disks to validate the magnetization state abstraction model discussed in section 4.2.2.
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To associate the magnetization state space to the saliency of an edge segment, we mapped
the magnetization state to a variable S, whose magnitude is either 0 or 1 through a magnetization
state abstraction model (see Figure 4.1); i.e., a vortex state is represented with “0”, a single domain
state is represented with “1”. The magnitude of the magnetization state |S| is numerically approximated by step function based on the internal energies of the nanomagnetic disks obtained from
the simulation experiments governed by Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation. Schematic of the
levels of abstraction is shown in Figure 4.1. The magnetization state variable magnitude |S| is a
step function based on the base ten logarithmic of the |D| value and can be expressed as:

|Si | =






0, log10 |Di | < η

(4.16)





1, log10 |Di | ≥ η
where |Di | is the magnitude of the vector pointing from the vortex core to the disk center of the ith
nanomagnetic disk and η = −5.1 (see Figure 4.1).
Next, we developed a magnetic Hamiltonian (equation (4.17)) in a quadratic form which
matches with the objective function of the vision problem (equation (3.1)). The magnetic Hamiltonian developed in this dissertation is expressed as follows:

γ

N X
N
X

e

−σrij

Si · Sj + β

i=1 j=i+1

N
X

|Si | + N ω

(4.17)

i=1

where rij is the center-to-center distance between the ith and the j th nanomagnetic disks. Si and
Sj are the state values for the ith and the j th nanomagnetic disks respectively (see Figure 4.2 (a).
γ, σ, β and ω are parameters found through a numerical approximation method.
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Figure 4.2: Correspondence between the magnetic Hamiltonian and the vision problem. (a) Magnetic Hamiltonian in quadratic form, numerically approximated based on internal energies obtained
from the simulation experiments governed by Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation. (b) Objective function of a vision problem in quadratic form.
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We exploited the correspondence between the magnetic Hamiltonian and the objective function of the vision problem to spatially arrange the nanomagnetic disks. Observe the correspondence
between the objective function and the magnetic Hamiltonian in Figure 4.2. The magnetization
states (Si , Sj ), center-to-center distance (rij ) in the magnetic Hamiltonian correspond to the saliency
(xi , xj ), pairwise affinity (aij ) in the objective function respectively.
The center-to-center distance between the nanomagnetic disks is based on the pairwise
affinity matrix (Figure 5.2 (d)) and the distance map matrix (Figure 5.2 (e)). The center-center
distance between all pairs of nanomagnetic disks are calculated such that : rij =

1
log(aij ) .

The

computed rij values are reconstructed into the form of an adjacency matrix. To spatially arrange
the nanomagnetic disks, we have used a statistical information visualization method known as
multidimensional scaling (MDS) [80]. MDS uses the adjacency matrix as an input and provides
a set of 2D coordinates to place the disk centers of the nanomagnetic disks. Figure 5.2 shows a
schematic of the process involved to generate the 2D layout for the nanomagnetic disks.

4.2.1

Development of Magnetic Hamiltonian
The magnetic coprocessor is designed to be a 2-dimensional grid with N xN nanomagnetic

disks. These nanomagnetic disks are fabricated in critical dimensions such that they tend to be in
single domain state when strongly coupled with neighbouring nanomagnetic disks and in vortex state
when weakly coupled with neighbouring nanomagnetic disks. Hence, we abstract the magnetization
state variable S whose magnitude can be 0 for vortex state and 1 for single domain state. Magnetic
pattern in any given magnetic disk is first quantified using the virtual vortex model (the parameter
D), which is then mapped into vortex and single domain states. Note the single domain state has
direction, so we need a vector of magnitude one to represent it instead of just a scalar state. The
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magnetic Hamiltonian is designed and developed to estimate the energy of the magnetic system
based on the magnetization state variable (S) and the centre-to-centre distance (rij ) between the
nanomagnetic disks. The development of the magnetic Hamiltonian, depicted in Figure 4.3, has 2
components: (1) Magnetization state abstraction model, (2) Internal energy and coupling energy
approximation.

4.2.2

Magnetization State Abstraction Model (S)
We represent the magnitude of the magnetization state variable, |S|, either as 0 or 1, where

“0” represents a vortex state; “1” represent a single domain state. Note the direction of the variable
S captures the direction of the single domain state. This model is developed using LLG simulation
data from [72] and virtual vortex model from [71].
The simulation experiments provided 64 instances of nanomagnetic disks with different magnetization states. We extracted the individual internal magnetic energies and their magnetization
vectors for all the nanomagnetic disks. The LLG micromagnetic simulation segments the nanomagnetic disk into elements and calculates the magnetic energy and the direction of the magnetic
moment for each element. The magnitude of the magnetization is a constant value for all elements
with the same dimensions and material. The direction of the magnetization is a variable represented
with a unit vector. Figure 4.4 shows two such magnetizations of nanomagnetic disks. We analyzed
the individual internal magnetic energies and observed that the nanomagnetic disks in single domain
state had much higher energy values than in vortex state.
Based on the virtual vortex model in [71], we could represent the magnetization of nanomagnetic disk with the vector pointing from the vortex core to the disk centre (vector D). We
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LLG Simulation Experiments: Magnetization spin configuration
vectors

LLG Simulation Experiments: Individual
nano-magnetic disk energies

|D| Computation

Coupling Energy Computation

Input: Magnetization spin vector configurations of 60
nano-magnetic disks extracted from LLG simulations

Input: Magnetization spin vector configurations of 60
nano-magnetic disks extracted from LLG simulations
Process: Compute coupling energies between all pairs
nano-magnetic disks at different center-to-center distances
using Dipole coupling energy equation

Process: Compute |D| using virtual vortex model

Output: Magnetization state representation of 64 nanomagnetic disks with |D| (Range: 0 to infinity)

Output: Coupling energies between all combinations of
nano-magnetic disk (64C2 * 32 = 64,512 energies)

Magnetization State Representation (D to S)
Input: Individual nano-magnetic disk energies extracted
from LLG simulations and |D| values computed earlier
Process: Convert the |D| values into either 0 or 1, by
finding relationship between disk energies and |D| values
Output: Magnetization state representation of 64 nanomagnetic disks with |S| (Either 0 or 1)

Coupling Energy Approximation

Individual Disk Energy Approximation
Input: Individual nano-magnetic disk energies extracted
from LLG simulations and |S| equation

Input: Coupling energies computed earlier and |S|
equation

Process: Estimate by numerical approximation the
individual disk energy in terms of |S|

Process: Estimate by numerical approximation the
coupling energy in terms of |S| and center-to-center
distance

Output: Individual disk energy approximation

Output: Coupling energy approximation

Figure 4.3: Development of the magnetic Hamiltonian. Flow chart of the several steps involved in
the development of the magnetic Hamiltonian for this computer vision problem.
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have calculated the magnitude (|D|) and the direction (θ) of the vector D for all the nanomagnetic
disks. The graph in Figure 4.5 represents the relationship between internal magnetic energy and
the |D| value of the nanomagnetic disks extracted from the LLG simulation experiments. The observations from LLG simulation experiments show that the internal magnetic energies of individual
nanomagnetic disks in single domain state have much higher energy values compared to vortex
state. Similarly it is evident from the graph in Figure 4.5 that when the nanomagnetic disk has a
single domain state its internal magnetic energy is higher and in-turn has large |D| values whereas
in the vortex state the internal magnetic energy is lower and has small |D| values. The red curve in
Figure 4.5 represents the numerical approximation that best fits the internal magnetic energy values. The values of |D| were derived values using the virtual vortex model. Based on the simulations
presented [72], each nanomagnetic disk vector representation at energy minimum are extracted and
using the virtual vortex model the values of |D| are derived. The missing data points from about
−5.5 < |D| < −4.8 are because there are no corresponding energy minimum nanomagnetic disk
representations obtained during our simulations. The magnitude of the magnetization state variable
|S| is a step function based on the base ten logarithmic of the |D| value. This can be expressed as:

|Si | =






0, log10 |Di | < η

(4.18)





1, log10 |Di | ≥ η
where |Di | is the magnitude of the vector pointing from the vortex core to the disk centre of the ith
nanomagnetic disk and η = −5.1.
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Figure 4.4: Examples of magnetization states. (a) Vortex state. (b) Single domain state.

4.2.3

Internal Energy and Coupling Energy Approximation
To find the total energy of a magnetic system in terms of state vector (S) and the distance

between the nanomagnetic disks (rij ), we require the coupling energy of all pairs of nanomagnetic
disks in the system. We used the internal magnetic energies extracted from the LLG simulation
experiments and by numerical approximation, we have proposed a model to predict the internal
magnetic energy of ith nanomagnetic disk when the magnetization state (Si ) is known. The magnitude of the magnetization state |Si | is either 0 or 1. The model can be expressed as:

Ei = β|Si | + ω

(4.19)

where β = 2.5 × 10−7 Joules and ω = 6.4 × 10−8 Joules
The LLG simulation experiments in [72] provided coupling energies only between two single
domain nanomagnetic disks or between two vortex state nanomagnetic disks. But for a magnetic
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Figure 4.5: Internal energy approximation. Internal magnetic energy of a nanomagnetic disk with
respect to its |D| value.
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system with two or more nanomagnetic disks, we used the dipole energy equation [81, 82] to calculate
the coupling energies between all possible combinations of single domain state and vortex state
configurations of nanomagnetic disks and approximated the coupling energy in terms of the state
representation Si and Sj .
The goal is to find coupling energy between two nanomagnetic disks. A nanomagnetic disk
can have a magnetization state ranging from a vortex state (see Figure 4.4 (a)) to a single-domain
state (see Figure 4.4 (b)). In a magnetic system with 2 nanomagnetic disks, simulation experiments
could only provide the coupling energies between two identical magnetization states. The goal is to
find coupling energies between all possible combinations of magnetization states.
The simulation experiments provided 64 instances of nano-magnetic disks with different
static magnetization states. From these simulation experiments, individual internal magnetic energies and their magnetization vector field representation of nano-magnetic disks for all the nanomagnetic disks are extracted. The simulation software segments the nano-magnetic disk into elements and calculates the magnetic energy and the direction of the magnetic moment for each
element. The magnitude of the magnetization is a constant value for all elements with the same
dimensions and material. The direction of the magnetization is the variable and is represented with
unit vector. Figure 4.4 shows two such magnetizations of nano-magnetic disks.
The simulation experiments provided coupling energies only between two single domain
nano-magnetic disks or between two vortex nano-magnetic disks. But in a magnetic system with
more than two nano-magnetic disks, there is a need to find the coupling energy between a single
domain nano-magnet and a vortex nano-magnet. We used the dipole energy equation to calculate
the coupling energies between all possible combinations of magnetization state configurations of
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nano-magnetic disks and approximate the coupling energy. The simulation experiments provided
with vector field representations of the magnetizations of 64 nano-magnetic disks. We selected all
possible combinations of two vector fields, placed their disk centers collinearly and calculated the
magnetic coupling energy (E12 ) between the 1st and 2nd nano-magnetic disk using the following
dipole energy equation:


E 12 =

1
N1 N2

X
N1 X
N2
i=1 j=1

ζ

(m̂i · m̂j − 3(m̂i · nˆij )(m̂j · nˆij ))
3
rij

(4.20)

where m̂i is a unit vector in the 1st nanomagnetic disk and m̂j is a unit vector in the 2nd nanomagnetic disk. rij is the distance in meters between mi and mj . nˆij is the unit vector along the
direction that connects mi and mj . N1 is total number of unit vectors in the 1st nanomagnetic disk
and N2 is the total number of unit vectors in the 2nd nanomagnetic disk. ζ is a constant with units
of Joules per cubic meter. We calculated the magnetic coupling energy between two nanomagnetic
disks for 32 different separations ranging from 110 nm to 320 nm. At each of the 32 separations,
64 C

2

coupling energies were calculated. The total number of magnetic coupling energies calculated

are 64, 512 (See Figure 4.7).
I created a distributed workflow to calculate all these energies on USF Research Computing
Cluster. Here the finest level of parallelism is to calculate the energy between two nanomagnetic
configurations at a particular separation. This will lead to using 64, 512 processors. Since the
research computing cluster allow to use atmost about 70 processors for one job, I have implemented
an extra layer encapsulation which breaks into smaller tasks. This is much better way to calculate
as it exploits 100% parallelism from the problem (See Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of the total energy matrix to be constructed. At each separation (rij ),
energy between all pairs of different magnetization configurations need to be calculated. The Z-axis
represent each separation.
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Figure 4.8: Energy calculation process. Illustration of the distributed workflow for energy calculation
between all pairs of nanomagnetic configurations.
We have used these magnetic coupling energies as ground truth and proposed the magnetic
coupling energy between two nanomagnetic disks in terms of the centre-to-centre distance (rij ),
state representation (S) and the direction of the magnetization of the nanomagnetic disk. The
numerical approximation is in the form of γe−σx y. We have used this numerical approximation and
proposed a model that is in the quadratic form to predict the magnetic coupling energy (E12 ) and
is expressed as:

E12 = γe−σr12 |S1 ||S2 |cos(θ1 − θ2 ) = γe−σr12 S1 · S2

(4.21)

where r12 is the centre-to-centre distance between the 1st and the 2nd nanomagnetic disks. S1
and S2 are the state values of the corresponding |D| values for the 1st and the 2nd nanomagnetic
disks respectively. Similarly θ1 and θ2 are the directions of the vector D for the 1st and the 2nd
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nanomagnetic disks respectively. The angles θ1 and θ2 represent the directions of the magnetization
vectors. γ and σ takes the values of −3.7 × 10−6 Joules and 2.4 × 105 cm−1 .

4.2.4

Total Magnetic Energy in the Magnetic System
The total magnetic energy in the magnetic system can be calculated from the summation

of all the magnetic coupling energies between each other and summation of the internal magnetic
energy of all the nanomagnetic disks. The total magnetic energy of the magnetic system with N
nanomagnetic disks can be expressed as:

Etotal =

N X
N
X

Eij +

i=1 j=1+1

N
X

Ei

(4.22)

i=1

where Eij is the magnetic coupling energy between the ith and j th nanomagnetic disk and Ei is the
internal magnetic energy of the ith nanomagnetic disk.

Etotal = γ

Eij = γe−σrij Si · Sj

(4.23)

Ei = β|Si | + ω

(4.24)

N X
N
X

e−σrij Si · Sj + β

i=1 j=i+1

N
X
i=1
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|Si | + N ω

(4.25)

4.2.5

Validation
In order to verify the magnetic Hamiltonian expressed in equation 4.25, we used the data

from LLG simulation experiments. The magnetic Hamiltonian expressed in equation 4.25 is in the
terms of the magnetization state representation (S) and hence we need to verify the magnetization
states produced by the equation 4.25 are the same as the magnetization states produced in the
simulation experiments. The simulation experiments provided the magnetization field vectors at
energy minimum at 32 different separations between two nanomagnetic disks. We calculated the
magnetization state representation (S) of each nanomagnet at each of the 32 separations using
equation 4.18.
Next, we calculated the energy between two nanomagnetic disks with all the possible magnetization configurations (64 C2 ) at each of the 32 separations as in the LLG simulation experiments.
At each separation we picked the pair of nanomagnetic disks with minimum energy and calculated
their state representations (Si ). We compared these with state representations obtained from simulation experiments at each of the 32 separations. Except at separations 105 nm and 110 nm, all the
remaining states matched., i.e., for example if the simulation experiments indicate a single domain
state at a particular separation, our calculations for state representation (S) also resulted in a single
domain state.
To experimentally validate the non-Boolean computing method proposed in this paper,
we fabricated magnetic systems. A detailed description of the fabrication procedure is provided
in [83]. Fig.4.9 depicts the steps involved in determining the salient edges using the nanomagnetic
co-processor. The compiler maps each edge segment to a single nanomagnet in the nanomagnetic coprocessor grid. After computation, the final magnetization states of all the computing nanomagnets
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Figure 4.9: Steps to determine salient edges using the nanomagnetic co-processor. Step 1: Edge
detection, affinity matrix calculation, multidimensional scaling and mapping of features (edge
segments) to nanomagnets). Step 2: Activating computing nanomagnets and deactivating noncomputing nanomagnets. Each computing nanomagnet represent a feature (edge segment). Step
3: Magnetic computing and relaxation. Identification of computing magnet’s magnetization state.
Red represents single-domain state. Yellow represent vortex states. Step 4: Determine the salient
features (edge segments) by back tracing the mapping of the single-domain computing nanomagnets
with features (edge segments).

are identified. As each computing nanomagnet represent an edge, the single domain nanomagnets
are back traced to corresponding edges and are identified as salient edge segments.
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CHAPTER 5 : LAYOUT SYNTHESIS2

The interaction energies among the nanomagnets are exploited to transmit information from
input to the output. The nature of the interactions is controlled by the geometry of the placement of
the magnets to achieve different types of logic gates or minimization forms [9, 10, 11]. The geometry
of the placement of the nanomagnets determine the nanomagnetic computing aspects.
The goal is to use quadratic optimization aspect of the magnetic operation as captured by
the magnetic Hamiltonian to provide solutions of quadratic problems. The magnetic Hamiltonian
can be written as:

H=

n
X

T

mi Di mi + µ0

i=1

n
X

T

mi hext +

i=1

n X
X

mi T Cij mj ,

(5.1)

i=1 j6=i

One example of a quadratic optimization problem is perceptual organization problem in
computer vision and can be represented as:

XX

aij xi xj + (k −

i=1 j6=i

X

xi )

(5.2)

i

2

Portions of this chapter were previously published in Bhanja, S., Karunaratne, D. K., Panchumarthy, R.,
Rajaram, S., Sarkar, S. (2015). Non-Boolean computing with nanomagnets for computer vision applications.
doi:10.1038/nnano.2015.245. Nature Nanotechnology (2015).
Permission is included in Appendix A.
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5.1

Evaluation of Layout Synthesis Algorithms
Transcoding the conceptual crossover between the magnetic Hamiltonian and the optimiza-

tion problem, the objective is to find the 2D placement coordinates of magnets, each representing
an unknown variable, such that the interaction between two magnets i and j, is proportional to
weights aij in Eq. 3.1, i.e.

C0
d3ij

∝ aij . To solve this placement problem, we evaluated the following

22 dimensionality reduction techniques: (1) Laplacian Eigenmaps, (2) Classical multidimensional
scaling (CMDS), (3) Neighborhood Preserving Embedding (NPE), (4) Locality Preserving Projection (LPP), (5) Diffusion Maps, (6) Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), (7) Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), (8) Kernal PCA , (9) Landmark Maximum Variance Unfolding, (10) Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model (GPLVM), (11) t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (tSNE),
(12) Probabilistic PCA, (13) Symmetric Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (SSNE), (14) Sammon
Mapping, (15) Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (SNE), (16) Factor Analysis, (17) Neighborhood
Components Analysis (NCA), (18) Autoencoder, (19) Stochastic Proximity Embedding (SPE), (20)
Locally Linear Coordination (LLC), (21) Maximally Collapsing Metric Learning (MCML), (22)
Large Margin Nearest Neighbor metric learning (LMNN),
Dimensionality reduction techniques can be broadly classified into convex and non-convex
techniques. Convex techniques optimize the objective function that has global optimum (no local
optima), while non-convex techniques optimize the objective functions that contain local optima.

• Laplacian Eigenmaps is a sparse spectral dimensionality reduction technique which solves a
sparse generalized eigenproblem focusing on preserving the local intrinsic properties of the
manifold. The pairwise similarities or distances of the neighboring data points is taken into
consideration and the transformation into low dimensional data space is performed by mini-
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Figure 5.1: Dimensionality reduction algorithms taxonomy.
mizing the distance between its k-nearest neighbors. The cost function to minimized can be
mathematically expressed as follows:

φ(Y) =

X

kyi − yj k2 wij = 2YT LY

(5.3)

ij

• Neighborhood Preserving Embedding (NPE) is linear technique which transforms the data
into low dimensional space by preserving the local structure of the data manifold. NPE is
similar to Locality preserving projection algorithm with a different objective function. NPE
algorithm constructs an adjacency graph using the K-nearest neighbors approach and compute
the weights of the graph. Once the graph is constructed the linear projections of the data
is computed by solving the generalized eigenvector problem. The cost function transformed
to minimize the objective function can be mathematically formulated to solve the generalized
eigenvector problem as follows:
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!2
Φ(y) =

X

yi −

i

=

X

Wij yj

j

X
(zi )2
i

= zT z
= yT (I − W )T (I − W )y
= aT X(I − W )T (I − W )X T a
·

= aT XM X T a

aT XM X T a

arg min

(5.4)

(5.5)

aT XX T a a=1

• Locality Preserving Projection (LPP) is is linear technique which transforms the data into low
dimensional space by preserving the local structure of the data manifold. The difference from
Neighborhood Preserving Embedding (NPE) is the cost function, which can be mathematically
written as follows:

Φ(y) =

X

(yi − yj )2 Wij 2

(5.6)

ij

• Diffusion maps is technique evolved from dynamic systems combined with spectral properties
of Markov processes. Diffusion maps aims at preserving the intrinsic local structure of the data
in the low dimensional space. This technique defines a diffusion distance which is obtained
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by iteratively performing Markov random walk on adjacency matrix or quantized correlation
matrix of a graph (using Gaussian kernal function). By solving the generalized eigenproblem
with these diffusion distances preserved, we can obtain the data in the low dimensional space.
• Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) also know as Fisher Discriminant Analysis is technique
with two characteristics: a dimensionality reduction characteristic and a generative classifier.
The dimensionality reduction characteristic transforms the data in high dimensional space into
low dimensional space such that the variance of the projected means are maximized and the
variance within the class is minimized. Mathematically we can write the objective function
to be optimized as follows:

0

0

arg max |m1 − m2 |2 = (wT m1 − wT m2 )2 = wT (m1 − m2 )(m1 − m2 )T w = wT SB w
w

J(w) =

wT SB w
wT Sw w

(5.7)

(5.8)

• Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is unsupervised linear dimensionality reduction technique. This technique emphasis on preserving the variance in the data. The first dimension
or the first principal component in the transformed data space has the largest variance and
subsequent dimensions or the subsequent principal components have decreasing variance. All
the principal components are uncorrelated and orthogonal to each other as they represent the
eigenvectors of the symmetric covariance matrix of the input data. In mathematical notation,
PCA maximizes the cost function trace(MT cov(X)M) and translates to solving the following
eigenproblem:
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cov(X)M = λM

(5.9)

• Kernal PCA is similar to PCA technique based on the kernal function method performing a
nonlinear mapping of the high dimensional data. Kernal PCA unlike the traditional PCA,
computes the eigenvectors of the kernel matrix defined by kij = κ(xi , xj ) instead of the covariance matrix of the input data. The eigenvectors of the kernal matrix vi and the eigenvectors of
the covariance matrix ai are related by ai =

√1 vi .
λi

Based on these principles, the transformed

data in the low dimensional space can be mathematically expressed as follows:

yi =


n
X


(j)

a1 κ(xj , xi ), ...,

j=1

n
X
j=1



(j)
ad κ(xj , xi )


(5.10)

• Probabilistic PCA is a variant of regular PCA. The limitations of regular PCA when dealing
with the large size of input data led to the development of probabilistic PCA. Probabilistic
PCA can be applied to large datasets and is computationally feasible. Probabilistic PCA is
based on using mixture of latent variable models on Guassian prior and applying expectation
maximization algorithm to obtain the transformed data. By the constraining the noise variances as ϕi = σ 2 and error noise model as ε ∼ N (0, σ 2 I) , we can define the distribution of
the transformed data as y|x ∼ N (W X + µ, σ 2 I) and y ∼ N (µ, Cy ), where Cy = W W T + σ 2 I
(where Cy is the is the covariance matrix for the observed data y).
• Landmark Maximum Variance Unfolding (LMVU) is an extension of the regular MVU algorithm (also known as semidefinite embedding). LMVU achieves speed using landmarks with
slight compromise in accuracy. LMVU technique first applies a standard MVU algorithm on a
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subset of the samples called landmarks, and then extends the dimensionality reduction results
on the landmarks to other samples.
• Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model (GPLVM) is combination of kernal PCA and probabilistic PCA. Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model uses the concept of kernal methods
to develop the latent variable models of the probabilistic PCA. Unlike in kernal PCA, kernal
function in GPLVM is developed based on the transformed data or the low dimensional data.
The solution can be obtained by solving the following gradient:

∂L
= K−1 YYT K−1 − DK−1
∂K

(5.11)

• Sammon mapping is a non-convex technique for dimensionality reduction with a non-convex
objective function. Unlike principal component analysis which uses a linear transformation
of the high dimensional data into low dimensional data, sammon mapping uses a non-linear
approach which focuses on inter-data distances. Sammon mapping aims to preserve the local structure of the data by having more emphasis on small pairwise distances than large
pairwise distances. Sammon mapping’s goal is to minimize the cost function, which can be
mathematically expressed as:

X (dij − kyi − yj k)2
dij
ij dij

φ(Y) = P

1

(5.12)

i6=j

• Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (SNE) is a probabilistic approach to map the data in high
dimensional space into low dimensional space by preserving the neighboring identities. The
data in higher dimensional space could represent the pairwise dissimilarities. A probability
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distribution is established between all the neighboring data points based on the Gaussian
determined from the data represented in the high dimensional space or from the pairwise
dissimilarities. The goal of Stochastic Neighbor Embedding is achieve the similar distributions
between data in higher dimensional space and lower dimensional space. This is done by
minimizing the cost function with the original distributions (pi j) and induced distributions
(qi j) which is the sum of Kullback-Leibler divergences for each data point which can achieved
by simple gradient and can be mathematically expressed as:

pij = P

exp(− kxi − xj k2 /2σi2 )

k6=i exp(− kxi

qij = P

− xk k2 /2σi2 )

exp(− kyi − yj k2 )

k6=i exp(− kyi

C = KL(Pi ||Qi ) =

(5.14)

− yk k2 )

X
i6=k

pij log

(5.13)

pij
qij

X
∂C
=2
(yi − yj )(pij − qij + pji − qji )
∂yi

(5.15)

(5.16)

j

• Symmetric Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (SSNE) is similar to Stochastic Neighbor Embedding but with different optimization strategy. The Symmetric Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
uses the following gradient descent method and uses the symmetrized cost function.

X
∂C
=4
(Pij − Qij )(yi − yj )
∂yi

(5.17)

j

• t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (tSNE) is similar to Stochastic Neighbor Embedding but with different optimization strategy. The t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding instead of using the Gaussian distribution, it used a heavier tail by using the Student
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t-distribution with a single degree of freedom and the gradient of the tSNE can be mathematically expressed as:

X
∂C
=4
(Pij − Qij )(yi − yj )(1 + kyi − yj k2 )−1
∂yi

(5.18)

j

• Factor analysis is linear technique which transforms data in high dimensional space into low
dimensional space. Factor analysis aims to bring out the common factors hidden within the
data. This technique aims to discover the variations of the uncorrelated data based on the
observed variance of the correlated data. The factors are orthogonal to each other.
• Neighborhood Components Analysis (NCA) is similar to K-nearest neighbors algorithm and
operates on the principles of stochastic nearest neighbors. The data in high dimensional
space to transformed into low dimensional space by maximizing the average leave-one-out
(LOO) classification performance. By defining a cost function which can be differentiable
using stochastic nearest neighbors in the low dimensional space, we can iteratively solve by
gradient descent principles to obtain the transformed data points. The probability pij and
the differentiable cost function can be mathematically expressed as follows:

pij = P

exp(− kAxi − Axj k2 )

k6=i exp(− kAxi

− Axk k2 )



X
X
X
∂f
pi
pik xik xTik −
pij xij xTij 
= 2A
∂A
i

k

(5.19)

(5.20)

jCi

• Multilayer Autoencoder is a non-convex technique for dimensionality reduction in which the
objective function being minimized is non-convex (presence of local optima). Multilayer au-
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toencoders is based on feed-forward neural network. The multilayer autoencoders have two
parts of networks, each having an odd number of hidden layers. The first half of the network maps the data in high-dimensional space to low-dimensional space and the second half
maps the data in low-dimensional space to high-dimensional space. The network is trained
to preserve the structure in dataset by minimizing the mean squared error between the input
layer and output layer. The challenge of using this method is training the network and can
be addressed by using the Restricted Boltzman Machines or stacked denoising autoencoders.
• Stochastic Proximity Embedding (SPE) transforms data in high dimensional space to low
dimensional space based on the pairwise similarity or proximities of the data points. Stochastic
Proximity Embedding is an iterative algorithm which starts with a initial configuration and
repeatedly updates the low dimensional data points controlled by a learning rate parameter.
The coordinates are repeatedly updated using the following equations:

xi = xi + λ

1 rij − dij
(xi − xj )
2 dij + ε

(5.21)

xj = xj + λ

1 rij − dij
(xj − xi )
2 dij + ε

(5.22)

• Locally Linear Coordination (LLC) can be described using multiple local linear models working
together to achieve a global alignment of these local linear models. The data represented
in high dimensional space can be described using a collection of local linear models in low
dimensional space with global coordination. The locally linear coordination can be achieved
in two stages. The first stage is to construct a collection of local linear models using a mixture
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of factor analyzers using the expectation-maximization algorithm or a mixture of probabilistic
PCA models. The second stage is obtaining the data in low dimensional space using local
linear embedding to align these local linear models by solving a generalized eigenproblem,
which can be mathematically expressed as:

Av = λBv

(5.23)

• Maximally Collapsing Metric Learning (MCML) is spectral technique which tries to collapse
the data points with similar class in the same data point and data point with variations at
very large separation. This technique is a convex optimization problem in which the solution
generates data points with minimal inter distance and maximum intra distance among the
data points. In mathematical notation, this technique tries to minimize the KL divergence
KL[p0 |p]

min
A

X

KL[p0 (j|i)|pA (j|i)] s.t.A ∈ P SD

(5.24)

i
A

A

where p (j|i) = P

e−dij

−dA
ik
k6=i e

(5.25)

• Large Margin Nearest Neighbor metric learning (LMNN) is similar to Maximally Collapsing
Metric Learning (MCML) which is a spectral technique based on the k-nearest neighbor classification. In this approach, the solution is obtained based on the semidefinite programming
using the Mahalanobis distance metric among the k-nearest neighbors. This approach is a
convex optimization problem and has a global optimum. The assumption of the data is such
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that the k-nearest neighbors of a data point always belongs to the same class and the data
points from other classes are separated by a large margin.

5.2

Layout for Nanomagnetic Disks
The objective is to find the 2D placement coordinates of magnets, each representing an

unknown variable, such that the interaction between two magnets i and j, is proportional to weights
aij in Eq. 5.2, i.e.

C0
d3ij

∝ aij . To solve this placement problem, we look into the rich areas of

graph embedding onto planes [84, 85] and multidimensional scaling [86]. The affinity matrix can
be considered to represent the adjacency matrix of a weighted graph. The problem them is to
embedded the nodes of the graph in the plane in such a way as to preserve an edge’s weight as
Euclidean distance between them. If we allow for distortions of weights of the graphs, this is indeed
possible [85]. We use an approach based on multidimensional scaling.
Let a matrix r be constructed out of given weight such that: rij =

1
log(aij ) ,

zero diagonal

values. We desire to find the 2D coordinate of each magnet, represented by the vector xi . Let the
matrix of these coordinates for each magnet be X = [x1 , · · · , xn ]. The distance between the i-th
and j-th coordinates should be proportional to rij . In other words,

(xi − xj )T (xi − xj ) = c rij .

(5.26)

xTi xi − 2xTi xj + xTj xj = c rij .

(5.27)

or equivalently
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the steps involved in layout synthesis. (a) Grey scale satellite image of an
urban area. (b) Edge image with extracted edge segments of (a). (c) Zoomed-in view of a section of
labeled edge segments. (d) Calculated partial affinity matrix (aij ) between edge segments in (c). (e)
Calculated partial distance map matrix (rij ) used for the placement of nanomagnetic disks, based
on a statistical method − multidimensional scaling (MDS). (f) 2D layout of nanomagnetic disks
obtained using MDS from the distance map matrix (rij ). (g) Zoomed-in section of the placement
of nanomagnetic disks corresponding to the edge segments in (c).

These expressions involving pairwise distances can be consolidated and can be mathematically expressed, as shown in [80], in the form:

1
XT X = −c HrH,
2

where H = (I −

1
T
N 11 )

(5.28)

is referred to as the centering operator, with I as the identity matrix and

1 as the vector of ones.
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These coordinates X can be arrived at by classical MDS scheme [80]. The solution is based
on the singular value decomposition of the centered distance matrix 12 HrH = VΛVT , where V, Λ
are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues respectively. Assuming that centered distance matrix represents
the inner product distances of a Euclidean distance matrix, the coordinates are given by

1

X = (VΛ 2 )T

(5.29)

Note that we have dropped the constant of proportionality, c, since the energy minimizing
solutions are invariant to scaling of the original function. Our nanomagnet placement solution is
given by the first two rows of XM DS ; each column of this matrix gives us the coordinates of the
corresponding nanomagnet to consider. The computational overhead of this synthesis step is linear
the number of variables, n, since we need to compute only the two largest eigenvectors, which can
be done in linear time using the Lancoz algorithm [87]. This replaces the complexity of the software
solution to the minimization problem.
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CHAPTER 6 : ANALYSIS OF FABRICATED LAYOUTS3

The coupling among nano-magnets, placed at specific locations, but not necessarily in a
regular grid, can be used to perform logic operations or can be used as energy minimization coprocessor. We have developed an image-processing tool that will help one to automatically analyze and
characterize atomic force microscopy (AFM) images and magnetic force microscopy (MFM) images
of fabrication attempts to identify errors and magnetization states.

6.1

Algorithm for Domain Classification
We introduce an image-processing tool: Magnetic State Estimator (MSE) to automati-

cally characterize the magnetic states of fabricated nano-magnetic disks based on Magnetic Force
Microscopy (MFM) images. MSE is based on image processing coupled with machine learning
technique - Support Vector Machines (SVM) [88]. MSE uses a binary class SVM and estimates
magnetization states of nano-magnetic disks into either single domain state (where all the spins in a
nano-magnetic disk align in one direction) or vortex state (where the spins in a nano-magnetic disk
have a curl configuration and the spins in the center are pointing out of plane), learnt from training
data. Figure 6.1 (a) shows a MFM image and Figure 6.1 (b) shows the MSE output, where red
3

Portions of this chapter were previously published in Panchumarthy, R., Karunaratne, D. K., Sarkar, S., Bhanja,
S. (2013). Magnetic state estimator to characterize the magnetic states of nano-magnetic disks. Magnetics, IEEE
Transactions on, 49(7), 3545-3548.
Panchumarthy, R., Karunaratne, D. K., Sarkar, S., Bhanja, S. (2011, August). Tool for analysis and quantification of
fabrication layouts in nanomagnet-based computing. In Nanotechnology (IEEE-NANO), 2011 11th IEEE Conference
on (pp. 111-115). IEEE.
Permission is included in Appendix A.
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1 µm
(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1: Sample output of MSE. (a) MFM image of a random layout (b) MSE output of estimated
magnetization states by MSE: red represents single domain state, yellow represent vortex state.
color represent single domain state and yellow color represent vortex state. The data was collected
by fabricating a sample of Permalloy nano-magnetic disks with critical dimensions [89, 90, 91, 92]
on Silicon wafer by the means of a standard electron beam lithography process. To quantify the
labeling performance, the automatically labeled states were compared with those labeled by an
expert user. The MSE had an accuracy of 83% estimating correctly 403 out of 499 single domain
states and 256 out of 297 vortex states with a confidence value more than 80%.

6.1.1

Magnetic State Estimator Architecture
MSE is a fusion of image processing techniques and a machine learning technique. The

image processing techniques help in – cleaning noise in AFM, MFM images; identifying individual nanostructures; and computing image features of these nanostructures. The machine learning
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technique uses these image features and classifies the nanostructures, for e.g. classifying the magnetization state of a nano-magnet disk into either single domain state or vortex state. We developed
MSE using MATLAB. MSE requires minimal user interaction and easy to use. MSE requires three
images as input (CAD layout, AFM and MFM image) and generates image with annotated magnetization states (see Figure 7.3). The processing stages and the core algorithms used for generating
the output are described in the following sections.

6.1.2

Image Processing Modules

1. Segmentation Module: AFM images have low SNR, which makes it hard to identify individual
magnets. We convert the AFM image into gray scale image and smoothen using anisotropic
diffusion [93] for noise cleaning and perform K-Means clustering [94] (with K=2 classes) to
segment the image into two regions: surface characteristics and nano-magnets (see Figure 6.2).
Unlike traditional filtering algorithms which blur important regions in an image, diffusionbased noise cleaning algorithms will preserve the edges and remove the noise. The advantage
of using K-Means clustering for segmentation is that the variations in pixel intensity values
for the same region are handled. K-Means clustering is a machine learning technique to
automatically detect clustering in data, in this case pixel intensity values.
2. Alignment Module: AFM image alignment (with respect to the CAD layout image) is important because this will help MSE to track individual nano-magnet’s reference across different
processing stages. The alignment is done in 2 stages. In the first stage, the user is presented
with two images - the base layout image and binarized AFM image. The user must selects
3 corresponding point pairs. Using these user-selected corresponding point pairs (prone to
error), spatial transformation is inferred and affine transform is performed on the AFM im-
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1 µm
(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2: Segmentation of AFM image. (a) AFM image of a random layout (b) Segmented AFM
image.
age, which involves a combination of 2-D geometric transformations such as rotation, shifting
and/or scaling. In the second stage, MSE calculates another set of corresponding point pairs
(precise), infers spatial transformation and performs affine transformation (see Figure 6.3).
Traditional perspective model of imaging formation cannot be exploited due to the nature of
the image formation geometry of the nanoscale imaging instruments [95].
3. Image Feature Computation Module: Individual nano-magnet’s location is identified using
connected component analysis on the segmented AFM image. Since the nano-magnets geometry on the AFM layout precisely matches with the MFM image, we can identify individual
nano-magnets on the MFM image using the same location information (see Figure 6.4). For
each individual nano-magnet image, a image feature vector is computed which is a combination of GIST [88] and histogram features. GIST captures color, intensity, and orientation - at
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3: Alignment of AFM image. (a) CAD layout (b) Segmented AFM image (Figure 6.2 (a))
aligned with respect to the CAD layout.
multiple spatial scales. Histogram features capture the distribution of the pixel values. We
can use this image feature vector for further processing.

6.1.3

Machine Learning Module

1. Magnetization State Estimation Module: We used a binary class SVM with Radial Basis
Function (RBF) kernel. In order to estimate the magnetization state of a nano-magnet disk
into either single domain state or vortex state, the SVM has to learn model parameters on
the training data (see Figure 6.5). SVM calculates the model parameters based on margin
maximization between the two data classes. A total sample size of 1591 nano-magnetic disks
were used, out of which 796 samples were used for training and 795 were used for testing.
The samples were collected from multiple fabrication attempts of two layouts with 66 and
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1 µm
(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4: Segmentation of MFM image.(a) MFM image of a random layout (b) Aligned and
segmented MFM image with respect to the CAD layout shown in Figure 6.3(a)
149 nano-magnetic disks respectively. The layout with 66 nano-magnetic disks was repeatedly
fabricated 9 times with different diameters and the layout with 149 nano-magnetic disks was
also repeatedly fabricated 8 times with different diameters on 4 Silicon substrates. The nanomagnetic disks was characterized by a MFM and their magnetization state were identified to be
either single domain state or vortex state by an expert MFM user. The experienced MFM user
classified single domain state to be as semicircles with bright and dark contrast whereas the
vortex state to be bright or dark contrasted spot in the center of the disk. This phenomenon,
where the same nano-magnetic disk can have a single domain state or a vortex state depending
on the coupling energy with its neighbors can only be seen if the nano-magnetic disks are
designed to a critical diameter and thickness [89, 90, 91, 92]. We performed 5 fold crossvalidation on the training data and determined the tuning parameters: cost/capacity C=2
and gamma in kernel function, G=5e-4.
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Figure 6.5: Magnetization state estimation module.

6.1.4

MSE User Interface
MSE requires minimal user interaction and easy to use. Figure 6.6 (a) shows a graphical user

interface (GUI) for selecting the required input images (CAD, AFM, MFM). Figure 6.6 (b) shows
(GUI) to select 3 corresponding points on CAD layout and binarized AFM image (for alignment
task) and the remaining processing stages automated. The average time taken to process 796 nanomagnets and generate an image with annotated magnetization state is 4 minutes, whereas it took
our local MFM expert more than a day to do the same.

6.2

Algorithm for Defect Analysis
We have developed a tool to quantify fabrication errors, namely missed, extra, and merged

errors. It also automatically annotates and creates an enhanced MFM image, with clearly marked
magnetic polarizations. The measure of fabrication errors generated by this tool will not only provide
quantified feedback useful for the next round of fabrication, but these numbers can also be used by
higher level circuit analysis tools to model fabrication errors and to design fabrication-error-robust
designs.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6: MSE user interface. (a) MSE user interface for selecting required input images (b) MSE
corresponding points selector for the task of alignment.
6.2.1

Defect Analysis Tool
The tool has been developed in MATLAB. The inputs to the tool are the base or desired

layout in the form of a bitmap image and the AFM and MFM images of the fabricated layouts.
Figure 6.7 shows some examples. We used VEECO DI300 for the acquisition of AFM-MFM images.
The specific image processing steps are described below.

1. Segment the AFM image into background (surface material) and foreground (magnet material)
using K-means clustering.
2. Align the AFM and MFM images with respect to the base layout image using affine transform
(involving rotation, shifting, and scaling) in two passes. In the first pass, user selects few
control point pairs. Using the user selected control points, the first pass alignment is achieved.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.7: CAD and AFM-MFM images. (a) Base or desired layout of nano-magnets (b) AFM
image of the fabricated layout. Note that the images are not aligned with respect to each other.
Each dot is a nano-magnet. Actual length and width of the layout is 7µm by 7µm (c) MFM image
of the magnetic state of each nano-magnet.
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Figure 6.8: Error metrics. Left Image is the desired shape of the nano-magnet. Middle image is
AFM image of the fabrication. Right image is difference image of left and middle. The white region
indicates the missed portions. The brown region indicates the extra parts. The bottom row shows
a merged cell error.
In the second pass, few more control point pairs are automatically computed and another
transformation is performed which results in precise alignment.
3. Compute and label the nano-magnets in the base layout image and AFM image.
4. For each nano-magnet in the base layout image, compute the missed, extra and merged errors.
5. Generate an enhanced MFM image with marked polarity.

The tool classifies the fabrication errors, shown in Figure 6.8 into following three categories:

1. Missed Errors: These indicate portions of a nano-magnet missing in the fabrication.
2. Extra Errors: These indicate extra portions in the fabrication not part of the desired layout.
3. Merged Errors: These indicate the total number of merged nano-magnets.

6.2.2

Defect Analysis Tool Algorithm
This section describes the detailed working steps of the tool. The key image processing tasks

performed are K - Means clustering and affine transformation. K - means clustering is a machine
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learning method to automatically detect clustering in data for example pixel colors in images.
In order to segment the AFM image into background (surface characteristics) and the foreground (magnets), we use K-means clustering algorithm with K = 2 classes the background surface
and the magnets. K - Means clustering algorithm is an unsupervised and iterative method in which
K clusters are formed with cluster centers as far apart as possible in color. In the case of AFM
image, the two cluster centers will be the background color and the foreground (magnet) color. At
each iteration, for every pixel, the distance between the pixel color (RGB value) and the two cluster
center’s color (RGB value) is computed. The pixel is associated with the cluster with minimum
distance. The iteration is continued until there is no change in the clusters center.
In order to align the AFM and MFM images to the base layout image we used affine transformation. Affine transform performs mapping of input image pixels to output image pixels by
applying a combination of linear 2-D geometric transformations which include all or one of the
following: translation, rotation, scaling, shearing.
Step by step user interaction with the software is as follows:

1. User selects Base Layout Image and AFM-MFM image directory using the graphical user
interface.
2. For each AFM-MFM image in the given directory, steps 3 to 10 are performed.
3. AFM-MFM image is divided into AFM image and MFM image.
4. For each AFM-MFM image in the given directory, steps 3 to 10 are performed.
5. Using K-means clustering algorithm, the AFM image is segmented into background (surface
region) and foreground (magnets). All the further steps are performed on the foreground
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Figure 6.9: Tool GUI.
AFM image. As both the AFM and MFM image are obtained at the same instance by the
microscope, the results based on the analysis of AFM image can be applied to MFM image
as well.
6. To perform alignment of the AFM, MFM images, the user is presented with control point
selection UI, in which 2 images are shown. One is base layout image and other is the binarized
foreground AFM image. The user must select at least 6 control point pairs.
7. Using these user-selected control point pairs, spatial transformation is inferred and affine
transform is performed on the foreground AFM image and MFM image. At this step, the
alignment is approximate due to imperfect user-selected control point pairs.
8. For precise alignment, the control point pairs are computed without the user involvement based
on the centroids of non-merged magnets. An expanded set of control points are computed
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based on the nearest centroids of the non-merged magnets on the approximately aligned
binarized foreground AFM-image. For these non-merged magnets, corresponding magnets on
the base layout image are selected and their centroids are computed, which represent another
set of control points. From these computed control point pairs, spatial transformation is
inferred and affine transform is performed on the approximately aligned foreground AFM
image and the approximately aligned MFM image. At this step the alignment obtained is
precise.
9. Error metrics are computed using connected component analysis on precisely aligned foreground AFM image and base layout image.
(a) Centroids of the aligned foreground AFM image and base layout image are computed.
(b) Each magnet/component is labeled.
(c) For each magnet’s centroid location in the base layout image, find the label on the
precisely aligned foreground AFM image.
(d) To calculate the total number of merged magnets, in the mapping table find the labels
that occur multiple times.
(e) For each non-merged magnet, the pixels that are not common and exist in base layout
image represent “missed error".
(f) For each non-merged magnet, the pixels that are not common and exist in precisely
aligned foreground AFM image represent “extra error".
10. Final step is the generation of enhanced MFM image in which only the polarity is shown
without any surface characteristics. Following are steps involved.
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(a) Background (surface characteristics) is removed from the precisely aligned MFM image
using the precisely aligned foreground AFM image.
(b) Now the precisely aligned MFM image contains only magnets with varying polarity. The
enhanced MFM image is generated by marking the polarity with red color and remaining
shades with white color.
11. The enhanced MFM image and the overlaid image (difference image of base layout and AFM
image) are saved. The error metrics for all the input images are saved in .csv format.
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CHAPTER 7 : RESULTS4

7.1

Evaluation of Layout Synthesis Algorithms
The evaluation of layout synthesis algorithms was performed based on [96]. The list of

algorithms considered for comparison are the following : (1) Laplacian Eigenmaps, (2) Classical
multidimensional scaling (CMDS), (3) Neighborhood Preserving Embedding (NPE), (4) Locality
Preserving Projection (LPP), (5) Diffusion Maps, (6) Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), (7) Principal Component Analysis (PCA), (8) Kernal PCA , (9) Landmark Maximum Variance Unfolding,
(10) Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model (GPLVM), (11) t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (tSNE), (12) Probabilistic PCA, (13) Symmetric Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (SSNE),
(14) Sammon Mapping, (15) Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (SNE), (16) Factor Analysis, (17)
Neighborhood Components Analysis (NCA), (18) Autoencoder, (19) Stochastic Proximity Embedding (SPE), (20) Locally Linear Coordination (LLC), (21) Maximally Collapsing Metric Learning
(MCML), (22) Large Margin Nearest Neighbor metric learning (LMNN).
Each dimensionality reduction algorithm was evaluated on a database of 101 images with
edge segments varying between 75 and 1190. We used a PC with Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2670/E54

Portions of this chapter were previously published in Panchumarthy, R., Karunaratne, D. K., Sarkar, S., Bhanja,
S. (2013). Magnetic state estimator to characterize the magnetic states of nano-magnetic disks. Magnetics, IEEE
Transactions on, 49(7), 3545-3548.
Panchumarthy, R., Karunaratne, D. K., Sarkar, S., Bhanja, S. (2011, August). Tool for analysis and quantification of
fabrication layouts in nanomagnet-based computing. In Nanotechnology (IEEE-NANO), 2011 11th IEEE Conference
on (pp. 111-115). IEEE.
Bhanja, S., Karunaratne, D. K., Panchumarthy, R., Rajaram, S., Sarkar, S. (2015). Non-Boolean computing with
nanomagnets for computer vision applications. doi:10.1038/nnano.2015.245. Nature Nanotechnology (2015).
Permission is included in Appendix A.
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Figure 7.1: Evaluation of 22 different layout synthesis algorithms.

Autoencoder

0.3

2630 (8/6 Core) @ 2.60GHz/2.30GHZ with 32GB RAM running Linux OS for all the experiments.
We measured the time taken for the magnetic computing using the layout generated by each of the0.2
algorithm and the performance of the magnetic computing compared with traditional computing.
The results are shown in Figure 7.1. Based on the results, we conclude that classical MDS is the
0.1

optimum choice.

7.2

Magnetic Field Based Computing Model Results
In this section, we present results for two models of magnetic field based computing. For the

model based on the perturbation of magnetization angle, we present results comparing traditional
computing and simulated magnetic computing. We measure the time of the simulated magnetic
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computing based on the number of cycles taken to arrive at energy minimum. We measure the
wall-clock time for traditional computing. For the model based on the magnetization states, we
present the results validating the model. Actual fabrication results are presented in [71].

7.2.1

Results Based on Perturbation of Magnetization Angle
We have benchmarked the quality of the vision results produced by MFC based vision

computing with that produced by traditional vision computing on a database of 100 images. The
results are shown in Figure 7.2. We see that the quality is quite close to traditional vision computing
results, while the computational costs have significantly different behaviors with problem size; one
appears to be linear with low constant of proportionality, while the other is polynomial.

7.2.2

Model Validation Based on Magnetization States
To verify the virtual vortex model, we need to compare the magnetization states obtained

from LLG simulations with the states obtained using the virtual vortex model. Table 7.1 shows
the comparison of the magnetization states at different separations (edge to edge spacing between
magnets). The comparisons are performed at separations ranging from 0 to 190nm. Table 7.1 shows
the log10 D value calculated using the virtual vortex model which is the distance of the virtual vortex
core to the the center of the nanomagnetic disk.
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Image

Edges (Input)

Software Output

Magnetic Output

Figure 7.2: Simulation results based on perturbation of magnetization angle. First column: Sample
images from the benchmarking dataset. Second column: Edges (or boundary features) detected
in an image. Third column: Important edges grouped by software optimization. Fourth column:
Important edges found by magnetic computing.
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Table 7.1: Magnetization state comparison.
Edge to Edge Separation (nm)/

LLG Simulation

Virtual Vortex Model

Disk 1

Disk 2

Disk 1

Disk 2

log10 D value

-3.8

-3.5

-3.5

-3.6

Model Magnetization State

1

1

1

1

log10 D value

-2.3

-4.9

-4.4

-4.3

Model Magnetization State

1

1

1

1

log10 D value

-3.8

-3.6

-3.5

-3.4

Model Magnetization State

1

1

1

1

log10 D value

-2.9

-1.5

-4.4

-4.3

Model Magnetization State

1

1

1

1

log10 D value

-3.6

-0.2

-4.3

-0.81

Model Magnetization State

1

1

1

1

log10 D

/

Model

Magnetization

State

0

5

10

15

30

35
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Table 7.1 – continued
Edge to Edge Separation (nm)/

LLG Simulation

Virtual Vortex Model

Disk 1

Disk 2

Disk 1

Disk 2

log10 D value

-4.7

-4.3

-4.4

-4.8

Model Magnetization State

1

1

1

1

log10 D value

-2.6

-3.2

-2.9

-2.2

Model Magnetization State

1

1

1

1

log10 D value

-4.2

-1.1

-4.4

-0.12

Model Magnetization State

1

1

1

1

log10 D value

-4.3

-1.2

-4.4

-0.12

Model Magnetization State

1

1

1

1

log10 D value

-4.2

-0.1

-4.8

-0.12

Model Magnetization State

1

1

1

1

-2.3

-2.2

-3.5

-3.6

log10 D

/

Model

Magnetization

State

40

45

50

55

60
log10 D value
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Table 7.1 – continued
Edge to Edge Separation (nm)/

LLG Simulation

Virtual Vortex Model

Disk 1

Disk 2

Disk 1

Disk 2

1

1

1

1

log10 D value

-3.4

-3.5

-3.2

-3.5

Model Magnetization State

1

1

1

1

log10 D value

-1.9

-1.7

-1.2

-1.8

Model Magnetization State

1

1

1

1

log10 D value

-4.0

-0.8

-4.4

-0.1

Model Magnetization State

1

1

1

1

log10 D value

-1.7

-4.4

-1.2

-4.8

Model Magnetization State

1

1

1

1

log10 D value

-3.7

-2.2

-6.5

-6.3

Model Magnetization State

1

1

0

0

log10 D

/

Model

Magnetization

State

Model Magnetization State
75

80

95

100

105

79

Table 7.1 – continued
Edge to Edge Separation (nm)/

LLG Simulation

Virtual Vortex Model

Disk 1

Disk 2

Disk 1

Disk 2

log10 D value

-2.5

-0.35

-6.9

-6.5

Model Magnetization State

1

1

0

0

log10 D value

-7.2

-7.7

-7.3

-7.7

Model Magnetization State

0

0

0

0

log10 D value

-5.9

-6.5

-6.5

-6.3

Model Magnetization State

0

0

0

0

log10 D value

-7.6

-7.7

-7.3

-7.7

Model Magnetization State

0

0

0

0

log10 D value

-6.7

-7.2

-6.5

-7.2

Model Magnetization State

0

0

0

0

log10 D

/

Model

Magnetization

State

110

115

120

125

135

140
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Table 7.1 – continued
Edge to Edge Separation (nm)/

LLG Simulation

Virtual Vortex Model

Disk 1

Disk 2

Disk 1

Disk 2

log10 D value

-6.0

-5.8

-6.5

-6.9

Model Magnetization State

0

0

0

0

log10 D value

-6.5

-6.9

-6.9

-6.5

Model Magnetization State

0

0

0

0

log10 D value

-6.0

-6.9

-6.5

-6.9

Model Magnetization State

0

0

0

0

log10 D value

-6.5

-6.1

-6.9

-6.5

Model Magnetization State

0

0

0

0

log10 D value

-6.2

-6.3

-6.5

-6.9

Model Magnetization State

0

0

0

0

-6.3

-6.6

-6.9

-6.5

log10 D

/

Model

Magnetization

State

145

150

155

160

165
log10 D value
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Table 7.1 – continued
Edge to Edge Separation (nm)/

LLG Simulation

Virtual Vortex Model

Disk 1

Disk 2

Disk 1

Disk 2

0

0

0

0

log10 D value

-6.8

-6.9

-6.3

-6.9

Model Magnetization State

0

0

0

0

log10 D value

-6.1

-6.5

-6.3

-6.9

Model Magnetization State

0

0

0

0

log10 D value

-5.6

-6.3

-6.9

-6.5

Model Magnetization State

0

0

0

0

log10 D value

-6.4

-6.2

-6.5

-6.9

Model Magnetization State

0

0

0

0

log10 D value

-6.8

-6.9

-6.3

-6.9

Model Magnetization State

0

0

0

0

log10 D

/

Model

Magnetization

State

Model Magnetization State
170

175

180

185

190
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7.3

Validation by Actual Fabrication
To validate the model based on magnetization states, actual magnetic systems were fab-

ricated [71]. To analyze and validate the results of these actual fabrications, we developed image
processing algorithms for defect analysis and characterization of magnetization states. The following
sections will present the results of these algorithms on these actual fabrications.

7.3.1

Domain Classification of AFM-MFM
Table 7.2 shows MSE results on the testing data compared against the judgment of an

expert MFM user. It was hard and tedious for an expert MFM user to manually label each nanomagnet state. The dimensions of the nano-magnets and the separation between the nano-magnets
in the fabricated layouts made the manual labeling even harder. The testing data comprised of
796 nano-magnetic disks, and the expert MFM user identified 499 single domain magnet states
and 297 vortex states. The MSE was able to identify 403 single domain and 256 vortex states,
producing an accuracy rate on 83%. For each MFM image of a nano-magnetic disk, MSE calculates
a confidence value using its model for single domain state and vortex state. The magnetization
state assigned to the nano-magnetic disk by MSE is determined by the higher confidence value.
Table 7.3 shows few examples of correctly identified single domain state and vortex state with their
respective confidence values. Table 7.4 shows few examples of misclassified magnetization state
with their confidence values. This error could be reduced by improving the segmentation module
in the architecture of MSE. These results show that the MSE will assist the MFM user to expedite
the process to characterize the magnetization states. MSE produced an optimum accuracy at 50%
training data and 50% testing data. By increasing the training data to more than 50% did not
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Table 7.2: Magnetization state estimation results.
nano-magnetic disk
magnetization state
Single domain state
Vortex state

# of Test images

Correctly Classified

Misclassified

499
297

403 (81%)
256 (86%)

96 (19%)
41 (14%)

Table 7.3: Correctly estimated results.

MFM

Single domain state
MSE Output MSE Confidence

MFM

Vortex state
MSE Output MSE Confidence

96%

92%

86%

84%

82%

72%

75%

65%

yield in significant increase in accuracy. If we increase the training data to more than 75%, there
is chance of over fitting the data. Hence, increasing the training data after a certain point will
not increase the accuracy levels. The characterizing criterion after the training phase is dependent
on how well the MSE “learnt" during the training phase. The training phase is dependent on the
training data created by the MFM user (visually marking the magnetic states). The accuracy of
the visually marked magnetic states by the MFM user depends on the resolution of the AFM and
MFM images. The captured AFM and MFM images of the sample where approximately 6µm x
6µm and resulted in low resolution. Even with such low resolution images MSE had an accuracy
rate of 83%.

7.3.2

Defect Analysis of AFM-MFM Images
We have tested the tool and quantified several AFM and MFM images. In particular we

considered 10 different fabrication layouts for one design, shown in Figure 6.7 (a). AFM and MFM
images of one fabrication effort for the design layout in Figure 6.7 (a) are shown in Figure 6.7 (b)
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1 µm

1 µm

(a)

1 µm

1 µm

(b)

Figure 7.3: MSE tool results on pattern with 66 nanomagnets.. 1st column shows CAD layout
images, 2nd and 3rd column shows AFM and MFM images (6µm x 6µm) and 4th column shows
the output of estimated magnetization states by MSE: red represents single domain state, yellow
represent vortex state. Note that AFM, MFM images are not aligned with the CAD layout image.
But, MSE generates the annotated image output which is aligned with the CAD layout image. (a)
layout with 66 nano-magnets (b) layout with 149 nano-magnets.

Table 7.4: Wrongly estimated results.

MFM

Single domain state
MSE Output MSE Confidence

MFM

Vortex state
MSE Output MSE Confidence

52%

53%

73%

71%

81%

79%

75%

88%
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Table 7.5: Error metrics. Results showing missed, extra and merged errors of 10 different fabricated
samples of the same layout.
Fabrication Attempts
image-1
fy-b-2,2
fy-b-5,2
fy-t-2,2
fy-t-5,2
fz-5,2-f
fz-b-2,2
fz-t-2,2
fz-t-5,2-f
fx -p1-2-2
fx-p1-5-2

% Missed material/ magnet
7.06
5.64
7.16
4.25
4.07
4.31
8.11
14.20
24.97
3.94
5.38

% Extra material/ magnet
36.46
44.88
43.86
44.86
40.86
42.02
45.69
53.58
54.00
39.98
41.97

# Merged errors
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31

and Figure 6.7 (c). Figure 7.10 shows the polarity enhanced MFM image. One of the polarities for
each nano-magnet is marked in red. This pattern of polarity can be used to automatically classify
each nano-magnet into a single domain state or a vortex or C-state. Fig 10 shows the AFM image
aligned with the desired layout. We can clearly see fabrication errors towards the top left part.
Also, each nano-magnet shape is not captured perfectly. Figure 7.5 quantifies these errors for 10
different fabricated sample of the same layout. Figure 7.11 shows another example of base layout
image and its results.

7.4

Speed Comparison with Traditional Computing
Each nanomagnet’s effective direct coupling is with its 4 nearest neighbors and at most to

its 4 second nearest neighbors in a grid. So, to be fair, we will need to compare with algorithms
that leverage from sparsity and could be parallelized.
There are many quadratic optimization techniques like METSLib tabu search [97], branch
and bound solver [98], quadratic programming [31] by IBM ILOG CPLEX optimizer (CPLEX).
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Figure 7.4: AFM-MFM image.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.5: Separated AFM, MFM image. (a) AFM Image (b) MFM image.
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Figure 7.6: Segmented AFM image.
In a recent study, McGeoch [99] et al. concluded that for quadratic problems, IBM’s quadratic
programming algorithms and heuristics has outperformed the other alternative conventional solvers.
It is also widely used optimization commercial software tool.Hence, we compared our work with
CPLEX.
CPLEX Optimizer [31, 32] can solve large sparse matrices with nonconvex quadratic objective function and with constraints on all variables being binary 0-1. CPLEX search algorithm
exploits parallelism in solving nodes of the branch-and-cut tree, but produces a repeatable, invariant solution paths. By default, CPLEX applies as much parallelism as possible while still
achieving deterministic results. As our perceptual organization vision problem has a nonconvex
quadratic objective function with constraint on all variables to be binary, we used the CPLEX function “cplexmiqp” which solves mixed integer quadratic programming problems. Additionally, the
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Figure 7.7: Control point selection tool.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.8: Alignment of AFM and MFM images. (a) Partially aligned AFM Image. (b) Precisely
aligned AFM image. (c) Precisely aligned MFM image.
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Figure 7.9: Aligned fabricated AFM image overlaid on base layout image. Blue regions indicate a
match. Dark yellow region indicate “extra error". White reÂŋgions indicate “missed error".
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Figure 7.10: Enhanced MFM image with one magnetic polarity marked in red.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.11: Defect analysis tool output. (a) Another example of Base layout image (b) Aligned
fabricated AFM (c) Aligned fabricated AFM and base layout (d) Enhanced MFM image with one
magnetic polarity marked in red.
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IBM ILOG CPLEX running time with 96% sparsity
IBM ILOG CPLEX running time with 98% sparsity
Magnetic Computing (projected)
IBM ILOG CPLEX running time with 96% sparsity - best fit
IBM ILOG CLPEX running time with 98% sparsity - best fit
600

Time Taken in seconds
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Figure 7.12: Speed comparison with CPLEX. Running time using Magnetic computing (projected)
and average running times with error bars over 5 runs of experiments with IBM ILOG CPLEX
optimizer version 12.6.1 with 96% sparse affinity matrix such that each node has an average of 8
neighbours and with 98% sparse affinity matrix such that each node has an average of 4 neighbours.
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Figure 7.13: Performance of magnetic computing. (a) Quantified quality of magnetic computing
output as compared to software output in terms of true detection and false alarm rates computed
on the benchmark dataset of 100 images. The mean curve along with error bars at one standard
deviation are shown. (b) Execution times as a function of problem size for software solution (red)
and magnetic computing (blue).
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solver uses the barrier (or interior point) algorithm to leverage large sparse problems. This helps
the CPLEX optimizer to work on large sparse problems and can be comparable to our magnetic
coprocessor.
We ran experiments on sparse affinity matrices with 96% sparsity such that each node has an
average of 8 neighbours and with 98% sparsity such that each node has an average of 4 neighbours.
Our experimental dataset consists of 101 images with edge segments varying between 75 and 1190.
We used a PC with Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2670/E5-2630 (8/6 Core) @ 2.60GHz/2.30GHZ with 32GB
RAM running Linux OS for all the experiments. The running time is the time taken to sparsify the
affinity matrix and time taken for the quadratic optimization algorithm.
The spatial arrangement of nanomagnets were calculated using optimized MDS, as explained
in the manuscript.The average time taken for layout generation on 101 images is 0.04sec. We have
borrowed from existing literature [100, 101, 102] to predict the magnetic initialization (writing) of
10ns, relaxation time of  1ns and read-times of 1ns. Hence the estimated running time of magnetic
co-processor will be of in the order of ≈ 0.04sec. Of course technology constraints can change these
estimates, however, we see great potential for magnetic accelerators.
Figure 7.12 shows the trend in running time of magnetic computing and CPLEX executed
with sparse affinity matrices with nodes having average of 4 neighbours and 8 neighbours. CPLEX
could only converge to feasible solutions for 63 images out of 101 images with 4 neighbour sparse
affinity matrices taking an average running time of 184sec and could converge to feasible solutions
to 59 images out of 101 images with 8 neighbour sparse affinity matrices taking an average running
time of 356sec. Thus, magnetic computing on an average is 1528 times faster than CPLEX with
4 neighbour sparse affinity matrices and is 468 times faster than CPLEX with 8 neighbour sparse
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affinity matrices. Another interesting trend in Figure 7.12 is that CPLEX running time is quadratic
with respect to the problem size, whereas the magnetic computing running time is linear with the
problem size.
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CHAPTER 8 : CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation presented the foundations of a new computing direction using nanomagnets. We considered directly solving quadratic optimization problems by harnessing the energy
minimizing aspects of nanomagnet operations. Unlike quantum computing, nanomagnets can operate in room temperatures. The dissertation presented ideas, backed up by physics based simulation,
to select nanomagnets from a regular array to participate in computation. The dissertation demonstrates computation on a small vision problem to illustrate the feasibility of the approach. The
attractive aspect of this kind of nano-computing is that is that the application itself is fault tolerant
and the computations use a regular grid of nano devices, which is easier to fabricate than specific
non-regular geometries. With this computing mechanism we have simplified a complex vision computation problem to a single input/output clock cycle whereas a conventional Boolean logic circuit
requires magnitude more clock cycles.
Future directions of this work would be in developing a software development kit (SDK)
which will help other technology developer enthusiasts to use magnetic field based computing to
solve their optimization problems. The SDK should leverage the aspects of magnetic field based
computing and provide an easy interface to program the nanomagnetic processor. By providing a
more generalized model of the magnetic field based computing, transcoding new optimization problems into nanomagnetic processor should be feasible. There are many energy minimization problems
in several domains which could be potentially be solved using magnetic field based computing.
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This dissertation presented solutions to perceptual organization problem in computer vision
using nanomagnets with ferromagnetic coupling. Nanomagnets can also be designed such that
they have anti-ferromagnetic coupling. The magnetic Hamiltonian will result in a different energy
profile in anti-ferromagnetic coupling and can be explored to solve a different optimization problems.
With careful exploration, designing and modeling a system of nanomagnets with anti-ferromagnetic
coupling have the potential to solve complex optimization problems.
An image processing system – MSE, which can automatically estimate the magnetization
states of nano-magnetic disks into either single domain state or vortex state in digital MFM images
has been presented. Even though we have shown results on using nano-magnetic disks, the modular
architecture of MSE allows to easily create new models to work with magnetic nanostructures of
various shapes and dimensions with appropriate training. This tool provides analysis and quantification of fabrication layouts for a quick overview of fabrication defects. An image processing
toolbox is also presented that can be used to automatically quantify fabrication errors from AFM
and MFM images of nano-magnet layouts for computing applications. It can annotate the states of
each magnet and reduce the tedium of manual analysis. Any researcher involved in fabrication of
large layouts of nano-magnets can use this tool.
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